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What 18 Benny?
Benny is

,3,

students' guide to more effective course selection.

One

of the most forceful and most often voiced student complaints on college
campuses 1s the confusion in
or semester.

d~termining

the class schedule for each term

At Bal1 State only matriculates and freshmen are required to

see a curricul.ar advisor before signing up for class.

The rest of the

students are l·eft to juggle their classes as best they can.
can be made by
terribly busy.

upperclas~men,

Appointments

but they cften find their advisor out or

Even with an advisor's help, the student frequently ends

up with a schedule with which he is very dissatisfied.

The only descripti·.re

guide provided by the University to aid the student in selecting courses is
the Ball State University Undergraduate Catalog.

Each course description

gives a very brief (often only one sentence) theme for the course, the
credit hours, and any prerequisites required.

This guide is useful in

determining what classes are needed to fulfill a major or minor, but it offers
no help in setting up a halanced schedule.
the quartE!rly newspaper

Schedull~

Usually the student only uses

of Classes when filling out his schedule.

He takes into consideration the number of hours he signs up for, what time
the classes would he most convenient for him (fitting the classes in with
work and/or family life schedules), what buildings he must get to 1n each
ten minute passing period, and even the days he will have his final
examinations.
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Benny 11 designed to aid the students in choosing classes 'lY provi(ling
more

infol~tion

about the factors that must

h~

considered; for example, the

cost of the class, the work load, types of examinations, and teaching style
may be considered.

Different students

le~rn

better in different environments,

for example, small discussion groups rather than large lecture sections.
Some students prefer essay to objective examinations; also some students would
rather have several tests than risk an "all or nothing" on one major
examination.

Often students cannot tell that they are Signing up for three

or four heavy reading classes all in the same quarter, when it might be much
better to arrange a reading class, a class requiring a term paper. and a class
with daily problem assignments or weekly labs in the same term.

The type of

student typically enrolled in the class also could make a difference.

For

example, I know a student who was very interested in astronoc.y and who took
an astronc)my class which would count toward his minor.

When he got into

the class he found mostly General Studies students; the class was geared down
to them.

True, he got an "easy A" hut he was disappointed that he did not

learn what: he had hoped to learn.

According to the Catalog, this was the

course he was most intere.ted in, yet he had no idea that it was not mainly
composed of majors and minors.
frue. not all students have a choice aa to the specific professor they
end up with, but for those who do, they need and deserve a more complete
guide which is geared to the needs of the student.
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The History of Benny
Bennx is the second effort to establish a students' guide to more
effective COUl'se selection at Ball State.

Its first edition was published

during the 1975-76 school year at which time it was named Beneficence.
Stan Richey, then President of the Student Association, was editor.

He

deSigned it to' closely resemble the Purdue student guide, Courselector.
Courselector ts evidently well established; it has a student staff of twelve
and is published by Courselector, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey.
like a magazine, containing a great deal of advertisement.

It is printed

Beneficence,

Ball State's first edition, was allo printed in magazine form; that is, it
was printed on 8 1/2 x 11 paper, it was stapled twice on the left hand side,
it was printed on both sides of the paper, each page containing two columns,
and it had a heavier cover.

However, it was not funded by advertisements.

Purdue's Fall, 1974 Course lector was 44 pages long and contained two hundred
and two entrie..
(one Side).

The advertisements took up approximately seventeen pages

Beneficence was fifteen pages long and contained sixty-eight

entries.
Beneficence had many shortcomings from the
for the number printed, it was very expensive.
made and the cost was $F.17.72.
in Muncie.

Worse,

thou~h,

~eginning.

Firlt of all,

There were one thousand copies

It was printed by Gibson's Speed-E-Print,

was its

timin~

- it was late.

late in Winter quarter to be of any use to the students.
were already filled out and turned in.

It came O,!t too
Their spring schedules

Stan Richey tad decided that since it
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was a first effort, it would be best to go ahead and print it in order to
get some reactions.
distributed properly.
a ratio of

one~

However, even after it was

it was not

print~d,

There were only one thousand copies printed which is

copy to fourteen students (the graduating Seniors, who

would not be filling out

<my

more schedules, have been excluded); this could

not have been very effective in reaching the students.

Furthermore, there

were over one hundred copies left sitting in a corner of the SA office.
probably the a.ctual number that ever reached the hands
very

8111d 11.

~f

So

the students was
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Benny:
Note:

Vintage, 1976

Thil section is the journal that I kept l1hile working on Benny

through the summer and fall of 1976.

I have tried to be honest in preaenting

both my mistake. and shortcomings as well aa my successes.
Early May, 1976
Joe Hammer, the newly elected Student Association President, was
desperately trying to find people to fill different positions on the Student
Association Boards.

One board is the Educational Opportunitiea Board, under

which falls Free University and a new SA publication called Beneficence.
One student had volunteered to be in charge of Free University and Joe asked
me to be in charge of Beneficence.

I agreed to accept the position because

I had been one of the student senators who had voiced some complaints about
the way in which Beneficence had been managed the preceding spring.

At that

time I was not even sure if Beneficence was a worthwhile project; I was
considering that I might do the best possible thing by discontinuing such a
publication, and not waste more of the students' money.

Before I could make

such a decision, however, I had to do some research.
May 12, 1976

The firlt thing I did was to contact Stan Richey.

I wanted to know

everything, to have everything that he had in doing Beneficence, and to

,-

talk to everyone he had talked to.
give me.

Unfortunately, he did not have much to

The only background he had on Beneficence was all in a small

folder; it contained a copy of Beneficence, a copy of Purdue's Courselector,
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a copy of the University

o~

Evansville's guide to course selection. and

one of the questionnaires that had been sent out to professors.

In

addition he hold me that he had talked with Dr. Victor B. Lawhead, Dean
of Undergraduate Program., Dr. Charles Greenwood, Assistant Dean of Undergraduate Programs, Dr. Richard Burkhardt, Vice President for Instructional
Affairs, and Dr. Stephen Wurster, Dean for Academic Planning.
Also on May 12, I talked to Dr. Thomas Ray whose office is Rooe 206
of the Administration Building.

He gave me a time line that I could work

Plannin.g for Beneficence to be used in scheduling classes for

from.

Winter Quarter, I learned that the tally sheets go to each department six
weeks before the first day of Fall Guarter.

If faculty have

to teach a specific section of a class, it i$ recorded then.
updated tally would be in his office on August 27.
to the ua1ly

~

to be printed.

out the first day of Fall Quarter.
to the sixth week.

On

b~en

selected

The final,

the 30th it would go

The Winter Schedule of Classes would be
Registration

w~uld

be from the .ixth day

With luck, Beneficence would be out by then too.

Dr. Ray pointed out several problems to me in organizing a courle
selector.
1)

They are listed and explained below:
The number of students 'igning up for a course will necessitate

last minute changes in the number of sections offered.

Therefore, lome

departments do not assign sections to instructors until one week before the
quarter.
2)

On

the other hand, the upper division classes are more .table.

Because these courses are more specialized, the sections are fewer in
number; and bel;ause the instructors are more likely to teach that course on
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a regular basis, the instructors are often listed in the paper.

Furthermore,

.tudents s1gnint up for these classes are more likel;, to get into the section
they request hecause they have higher priority due to more earned hours and
because, with fewer sections in these classes, there is a reduced chance of
being shuffled around.
On the basis of this Dr. Ray suggested that:

1)

For upper division classes, continue to work from the mailed

questionnaires.

These professors are likely to be around in the summer

they have senioritj to teach in summer school.

~ecause

Their names are also more

likely to be in the Schedule of Classes, so that students could sign up for
the specific section of a course they wanted.
2)

For the Freshmen and Sophomores, work from a General Studies

perspective.
course.

Work through personal interviews and make a summary of each

This will help the student tell "reading" courses from "paper"

courses, etc.

First I should go to department heads and course coordinators.

For example, Dr. Joseph Trimmer is the coordinator for all of the English
General Studies classes.
3)

Send the instructors a questionnaire for each upper division course

they teach.

Designate the courses at the top.

Ask that they include the

quarter they will teach the course and section number, if known.
It seems May 12 was a busy day, because on this day I also went to
talk to Dr. Warren VanderHUI, Director of the University Honors Program.
I guess by now my mind was made up to do Beneficence.
into it, the more excited I got.

The deeper I got

What it came down to, regardless of how

conceited I appear, I thought I could do a better job than had been done
before.

In fact, I really wanted to put a lot into it, to make Beneficence

a worthwhile endeavor.

If I was going to put this much into it, I thought,
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"Why not do this for my Honors Project?"

So I went to the Honors House

to ask permission to do Beneficence for 10 499.

Dr. VanderHill questioned

if a guide to course selection was worth doing.

He saw the problem as one

of lack of response from professors in returning questionnaires.

For example,

it is not worth a great deal if, under the English Department only four
professors respond and one of the courses to be taught is an Honors Colloquium.
Also colloquia change each quarter; they are not stable courses.
separating honors courses into a special category in the guide.

He suggested
Dr.

VanderBill also agreed to be my advisor for .y Honors Project.
May

13, 1976
I was thinking that somehow I needed to find out all the professors who

taught 300 and 400 level classes in order to complete a questionnaire .ailing
list.

So I went back to Dr. Ray to ask for a copy of the ca.puter tally.

He

suggested I .ake an appointment with Dean Burkhardt to see the Teaching Load.
I .ade an appointment for May 20 at 4:00.
May

20, 1976
I went to Dean Burkhardt and explained my purpose in requesting to see

the Teaching Load.

He said that it would be very boring and tedious to go

through it page by page because the listings are by professor with the course
they teach.

He suggested that I go to each department, which I had thought

of and already ruled out as too time-consuming.

However, he said that his

secretary would do this for me and have a list ready for me by the time I
returned for suaaer school.

I gladly agreed.
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June I, 1976
I returned a long distance phone call to Dean Burkhardt's secretary
regarding the list of names being made up.
June 7, 1976
This was the first day of summer school.

I went to pick up the compiled

names of all professors teaching 300 and 400 classes and was a.tounded to
find over 600 names.

Some name. had several course numbers following;

questionnaires were needed for each course.
to send out w1,th the questionnaires.
Appendix.)

I typed a letter of explanation

(A copy of it can be found in the

However, still needing the actual questionnaires, I went to the

SA office to find out if there were any left over fro. la.t year.
a few.

I judged that we needed at least 1,800.

There were

Then I filled out a request

for. for campus mail envelopes frOB Ball State Service and Stores; I had
decided to send the questionnaires and copies of the old Beneficences out by
campus mail to save in costs, and because I felt they would be more easily
lost or discarded at the professors' homes.

Hopefully, those not teaching

summer sessions would still check their office mailboxes.
June 9, 1976
The questionnaires were at the top of my list of priorities, so I went
to A.E. Boyce Co. in downtown Muncie, where the last que.tionnaires were
made.

I allo realized at this time that I had not stated where the question-

naires were to be returned in the letter I had printed up to send to the
instructors.

Therefore, I made lome change. on the questionnaire format,

cutting down the number of required readings and allowing some room for a
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return addrell at the bottom.

I found that the queltionnaire was probably

the belt place for the return address in the long run.
Next I got in touch with ROlie Rood who was working for the SA office
under work-Itudy.

During the week of June 14-19 Ihe addrelled molt of

the campus mail envelopes.
Office on Tuelday, June 15.
A.E. Boyce:

The questionnaires were to be delivered to the
By Thurlday they were not yet there, so I called

they said that they had just received the negative that morning

and the order would not be delivered until the first of next week.
June 21, 1976
This entire report may be very boring, but try to imagine what I went
through at times.

The entire project was plagued by delays beyond my control.

Perhaps this lounds melodramatic, but believe me, I was not laughing at the
time.
not in.

On Monday, I checked at the office and still the questionnaires were
Everything was ready to be mailed, yet our hands were tied without

those questionnaires.

Once again I called the Boyce Company to find out when

the shipment would be delivered.

They laid it had already been delivered, but

whether to Room 224 of the Student Center or to the BSU Receiving Dock, they
did not know.

I checked the receiving dock of the Bookltore with no luck.

I then called the Physical Plant.

They had delivered several boxes to the

Office of Student Programs the prior week.
fro. A. E. Boyce, they did not know.

Whether or not there was a box

I checked the entire Student Center

over, including every inch of the SA office, the Office of Student Programs,
Jim Schulter's Office, and the Information Center downstairs just in case
the boxes had been mixed up.

Again nothing.

Very distraught, I called

A.E. Boyce back to find out who had signed for receiving the order.

I was
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told that another company handles the deliveries and it could take days
to check out.

Having done everything else that I could, I asked them to

call me when they found out.
Almost three weeks of the first summer session were over.

Expecting

my second session to be much more involved, I figured I had better get busy

with the General Studies interviews.

I had already made a tentative list

of the General Studies classes I wanted to cover.

So I started calling

departments to find the professor who coordinated the sections of each course.
From speaking with Dr. VanderHill, I knew that Dr. Trimmer coordinated the
English General Studies Courses, so I made an appointment with him for the
next day.

However, I soon found that not all departments are organized in

the same manner.

Some have committees, in some the department heads are the

most knowledgeable people to talk to, and some have no one person who coordinates
the courses.

I made a list of the best people to see, their phone numbers, and

their office numbers.
June 29, 1976
On this day the questionnaires were found or at least 400 of the 1800

ordered.

The package had set unnoticed on the Better Business Bureau's desk

for one week.

I would like to have filed a complaint about that!

Rosie and

I began to stuff the envelopes, putting in the appropriate number of questionnaires, writing the designated course at the top of each one, along with my
letter, a letter Joe Hammer had written and a copy of the 1975-76 Beneficence.
I soon realized that the copies of Beneficence were going to run out fast so
I made a decisj.on to include it only in the packets containing three or more
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questionnaires, because it would be more beneficial for these to be
returned.
I had an interview that afternoon with Or. Richard Olsen in the Biology
Department.

When I showed him the questionnaire, he asked if it was the same

one he had filled out last winter.

It was in fact the very same since I was

using the old forms for the interviews.

Then I realized that by interviewing

every name on my General Studies Ust, I was going over "tilled ground."
Some of these instructors had just filled out these same forms six months ago.
So before I continued with any more interviews I went back to Beneficence and
double checked that I was not doing any more "repeats."

If they were already

in Beneficence, I cut out that entry, stapled it to the form and put it with
the completed ones.
July 9, 1976
The 400 questionnaires found had all been sent out and some already
returned.

I hated to risk never finding anymore so I ordered 800 more.

would not be in for two more weeks.

These

I was getting anxious that the forms

would be sent out too late to be returned before the end of summer school.
was almost done with the individual General Studies interviews.

I

Most

professors were very cooperative; some readily understood what Beneficence
was all about, that is, its objective, how it was composed, etc., and others
did not.

I found that instructors generally love to talk about and explain

their classe.; each had put a lot of thought into how he conduct. his course.
Unfortunately, not all of what they told me was I able to u.e.

-

I was planning to begin typing Beneficence soon, because I was not sure
if there would be enough time at the end of the summer.

We would have to wait

as long as possible before starting the upper division classes to insure that
most of the questionnaires would be returned.

However, with the interviews
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completed, the General Studies section could be done early.
of necessity, the book would be divided into two sections.

So, almost out
Concerning the

interviews, there were only six classes that would not be included because
of my inability to reach the professors.
July 19, 1976
At this time all of the questionnaires had been mailed out; the hardest
part of the projeet was left-waiting for the replies.
been returned.

Already several had

Some were very complimentary, others were not.

I had misspelled "questioneer" (sic) three times in the letter.
I was consistent!

I found that
At least

Few professors could resi.t circling it and returning it

to me; I gue •• it's just the 01' teacher in them.

But I admit that I

wholeheartedly deserved it.
Several replies indicated that these instructors no longer taught the
course we had sent to them.

I did no further work with these since we already

had the most complete list of the upper division classes that we eould get.
All correspondence received was saved, some of which can be found in the
Appendix.
July 23, 1976
I went tel Dr. James Marine, Assistant Dean of Student Programs, to ask
him how many e:opies we should have printed.

He said that I should wait until

I knew exactly how big this year's Beneficence was going to be.

I did find

out though, that Ball State has two printing center. - the copy center in the
Administratiotl Building and the Duplieating Cenger, which just moved to the

-

bottom of the Old Library.

I had only known of the Copy Center, so I then

called Mr. Bud Icerman to inquire about the Statamatie printing of the
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Duplicating Center; this is where they make a photocopy first as a "master"
and run copies from that.

The cost for over one hundred copies printed on

both sides is as follows:

$4.00 for the first hundred copies, $1.10 for each

hundred following.

The cost of Itapling goes along with a collating service,

and it is 35C per one hundred.

The only drawback is that with collating there

is no guarantee how soon we would get them; it could take up to a month.
July 21, 1976
By this time, there had been one important change made in Beneficence;
that was to change its title.

Joe and I talked about how confuSing the title

is with the statue for which "Beneficence" is better knatm.

Still we wanted

to retain some continuity between the two publications, so we decided to call
it by its nickname, Benny.
I

went to talk with Joe for several reasons on this day, however.

had had a very poor night's sleep because of my worrying over Benny.
a worrywart at heart.)

I

(1 am

1 had been so relieved that the questionnaires were

all out, when I realized that 1 had not given much thought to actually putting
together the book until that night.

Such questions as, "How many copies

should we make?" "Where will we get them printed?" "How much will printing
cost?" "Shouldn't we order the paper?" "Who is going to staple thousands of
books together the first week of school?" were going through my mind.

So

the next day after classes 1 went to the Student Association office to talk
with Joe.

Luckily he was in.

So far as the typing was concerned, we decided to use elite type. Single
space and two columns as the old Beneficence bad.

-

When we took it to be

printed we would have them print it on both sides of the paper.

Alao Joe

said that if Rosie needed more time to type it than her work-study hours
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would allow, we would give her a straight $2.20 per hour salary.
When I got home I called the Copy Center in the Administration Building
and found out the following:

the printing cost is $10.68 per thousand.

is a subtraction of $3.00 per thousand for the backs to be printed.
furnish the paper.

It usually takes about a week.

There

They

The stapling fee i. SOC

per hundred but it could take a long time.
So I had all my question. answered except for how we were going to
get it stapled, .ince the collating fee was too high for our budget.

Joe

thought it would be easy to get several students in one evening and get it
done.

That sounded pretty .haky to me, but I had no better alternative to

offer.
August 27, 1976
This was the earliest possible day that Benny could go to the printer
because this was the day that the Winter Tally arrived at the Administration
Building.

I

went to Dr. Ray's office and copied down any known section numbers

for the professors who were in Benny.
Dr. Mar1n.e was not in so

I

There turned out to be only nine.

had to wait until Monday to do anything

else.
August 30, 1976
This was the big day that I had looked forward to all .ummer - Benny
went to print.

I had a feeling of relief and accomplishment.

First I talked

to Dr. Marine; previously we had decided to wait until we knew how large the
book was going to be before we determined how many copies to order.

-

turned out to be over one hundred and thirty entries.

There

However, because of
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the small type, it is contained in twenty-nine pages; when printed on
both sides of the paper it turns out to be fifteen page. long.

This is

exactly the same length as last year's Beneficence, even though this year's
contains twice the number of entries.

Because one of the biggest complaints

of last year's edition was that there were not enough printed to effectively
reach the student body, we decided to print two thousand.

Thus the entries

were doubled and the number printed would be doubled.
In addition, Dr. Marine emphaSized the importance of well planned
distribution since that was also a poorly planned aspect of the previous
publication.

1~e

needed to get it equally to the residence halls and to

off-campus students; it is difficult but also important to get the books to
the latter because these are usually the older students who would use the
largest part of Benny, that is, the section on upper division classes.
Also we discussed one last thing, an evaluation.
a copy of

~!

a questionnaire.

I would like to send

with some sort of evaluation to each professor who returned
Evaluating the students will be more difficult.

I will have

to find a way of getting a random sample.
September 9 - 26, 1976
During this time we received several more returned questionnaires.
course these were too late to include in the publication.

Of

Evidently these

professors had not checked their office mailboxes all summer and had just
discovered the questionnaires.

We received fourteen in all.

I tried to get

back to most of the instructors so they would not be surprised to see that
their course was not included in Benny when it came out.
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September 27, 1976
At last the near-finished product had come from the Duplicating Center.
They had gone ahead and collated and stapled them.
expected, I wns grateful.

Although this was un-

However, we had the covers separate at the office

so we still had to staple two thousand covers to two thousand booklets, but
that was much easier than it would have been to do the entire book.

By

Wednesday, September 29, at the Senate meeting lore had just enough stapled to
give to the

r.~sidence

hall Senators.

With thirty-three residence halls and

forty copies IJf Benny to each nall, 1320 were inmediately distributed.
An additional eighty were sent to those professors who had contributed to
the publication along with a letter of appreciation and an evaluation sheet.
The results of the evaluations can be found in the Appendix at the end of
this paper.
students.

That left six hundred copies to be distributed to off-campus
I called the Daily News-and found it was not possible to use their

stands because they are cleared each night.

I decided to take ten copies to

each sorority and fraternity (total three hundred), to take several to the
curricular advising offices and to put the remainder on a table in the Student
Center Arcade.
October 6, 1976
Benny-is now all distributed.
returned.

Several evaluation sheets have been

Some professors have called asking if their course can please be

included in the next edition.

Dr. Greenwood called to ask us to be sure

to include the GEN ED and ID courses, for example those taught by Dr. Nelson

-

and Dr. Barber, because students often do not know about these classes.

He

said that in the future, he would handle getting those questionnaires to the

-
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right people.
I mentioned to Dr. Greenwood the possibility of the University taking
over such an endeavor.

He suggested that I speak with Dean Burkhardt or

Dr. Donald Mikesell.
I would like to mention that questionnaires had been sent to those
professors Dr. Greenwood suggested, and that they were not returned.

-

EVALUATION AND CORRESPONDENCE
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Faculty Evaluations
I

sent out seventy-eight evaluations and received twenty-one back as

of October lIt 1976.
found below.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A copy of the evaluation sheet is in the Appendix.

Were you pleased with how your information was used?
Yes

No

20

o

Were there any misrepresentations in your information?
Yes

No

4

17

Were there any qnestions which you felt were inappropriate or useless?
Yes

No

0

21

Do you have any additional questions that you would like to see added?
Yes

No

o

21

Are there any courses which you felt were left out, that could be good
to include in Benny?

8

-

A breakdown of the answers to the questions can be

Ne

Other

10

3

21
For some of the comments, see below.
"In gene'ral, I was very pleased with the contents and general makeup.
I would hope that i t might be expanded and updated periodica1ly."

Dr. Richard

Artes, Speech Pathology and Audiology
"Of courle, I would like to see every course included."

Dr. Donald E.

Ahlersmeyer, Department of Special Education
"Your sp,elling has improved greatly!"

Dr. James Kirkwood, Industrial

Arts Education
"The courses should be arranged more strictly by departments."
Dr. Frances Rippy, Department of English
"Seems like only a minimum number are included - could expand considerably.
Looks like a good and helpful job to me."

T.R. Mertens, Department of

Biology
"Would like to see more faculty respond."
Physical Education

Mrs. Andrea Seger, Women's
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Student Evaluation
The only student evaluation undertaken was through the Student Senate.
This was mainly done for the benefit of Dean Burkhardt and his consideration
of the continuance of Benny.
Appendix.

This evaluation can also be found in the

The students were much more critical of Benny.

When asked if they

had used it int choosing their classes, most said no because the guide was not
complete enou2.h.

Some said that they did not use it because their classes

were already decided upon at the time.

This eould be due to the fact that

Benny came out: at the very last minute or because these people were Seniors
and did not hstve too many required classes left to choose from.
they would

USE!

Benny in the future if it were more complete.

from other students were of a similar type.

Most said

Most responses

Most said that they used the

Ball State Undergraduate Catalog when choosing classes, but that Benny could
be more useful to them.

-
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Correspondence
During the course of Benny I received quite a bit of correspondence,
all of which w'as saved.
what classes, when, etc.

Most of it concerned clarification of who taught
I did receive four letters, however, that I

would like to include parts of.
The first was received after Benny had gone to the Duplicating Center.
It is a request to include a coarse in the next issue, which is meaningful
to me because it shows that some do feel a need to continue Benny.

I

might also men,tion that I also had several phone calls from professors who
requested space for their courses in the next issue of Benny.

Following is

an excerpt from that first letter:
I realize that the Ground School syllabus I sent you was

late for the next issue. However, the syllabus will not
be changi,ng. Could you keep it to use for a later issue?
Could you: put a listing: "Aviation - see Industrial
EducationU ? It seems that very few students know where to
look for this particular course.
The next two letters were complimentary and boosted my spirits at
the time.

Dated July 20, 1976, the next is as follows:

I entered my course in Beneficence last spring and was
pleased w'ith the resulting booklet. It is an excellent
idea, I think, and worth pursuing. However, • • • I am
sorry not to be able to help; I do think Beneficence is
one of the most valuable things the students have conceived
during the pa.t several years.

And,
I am returning the Beneficence questionnaire blank because

.-...

-
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at this time I do not know if I will be teaching NR 371.
When I am in the position to know definitely that I will
be teaching the course, I will gladly fill out the blank
and challenge students to come to my class. Students
should have the right to pick instructors as well as the
courses.
The last letter was not so understanding of Benny's purpose.

But

in order to show both sides and that there is some dissent in publishing
a students' guide to course selection, I included it, too.
It is obvious you are mis-titling your publication. It
would be more appropriate to call it liThe Lazy Students'
Guide to Easy Courses." I couldn't see one single factor
that would be a good basis for selecting a course! Everything 18 aimed at, "how little can I do and get by?"
Even if I were willing to answer your quiz, I couldn't
for several reasons:
1. I teach what is needed and often that isn't known until
Just ~!! the class starts. • • •
2. Your "student demands" in the teacher evaluations,
believe it or not, do have some influence. If I find
students are cutting class, not reading assignerl material,
etc., I change my approach. Also, why some students who
want to go through with absolutely NO effort bother to
enroll is beyond me but I certainly will not help them
make a very serious mistake!
3. How many office hours are available for the student
of this course? I have at least ten hours per week
scheduled for office time. It is available to any student.
If that isn't enough special appoint~ents can be made,
even in the evenings. I am scheduled to teach two evening
courses on campus in the fall quarter, as well as one day
class. I will be working both a day and a nite (sic)
shift sol!!! for the benef~f students. I would like
to see them have a little interest in their own education!!!
After all 1 am interested in~! Am I asking too much?
I might aleo mention that with none of the four letter8 above were their
courses included in Benny, so actually we got a lot more response than is
evident in the book itself.

-..
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Analysis and Benny's Future
Vintage 19771
I

have pt'ocrastinateti in writing this very last section in hopes that

I could de£ini,tely say where Benny is going for sure.

But, in reality, I

do not know and, anyway, the final decision is not in my hands.

(It would

be up to the new SA President and Budget Council who would set the budget
for next year.)

Before writing this, however, I did go to two meetings

specifically eet for the discussion of Benny.
On

November 17, 1976, the Vice Presidents and college deans met and

heard me speak about Benny.
c01llDE!nts and !Iuggestions.

They then asked questions and offered their
I had gone to Dean Burkhardt previously in order

to ask that the University take over the printing of Benny like it does
the printing ()f the Undergraduate Catalog.
ad"1antageous loray because 1)

I felt that this would be a more

the faculty might feel more obligated to respond

to an Administrative-sponsored rather than a student-sponsored project,
2)

the University would have full use of the computers for mailing lists,

the duplicating services, and secretarial belp tbus making the completion
of Benny a lot: easier and more efficient.
The Administration, on the otber hand, strongly upheld the idea of
Benny remaining a student project.

The faculty might resent that the

Administratiml would require or ask them to respond to the Benny questionnaire.
Also, if Benny carried the Administration's name, it would have to be much

26
The students can get by with mhtakes, but the Admin-

more reputablE!.
istration cannot.

The Administration might easily screen out spelling errors,

but they cannot be responsible for the validity of each professorts entry.
No one can say that the professor cannot change the specifics of his course
after entering it in Benny.

For that matter, no one can insure that the

professor tells the truth in the first place, as often they tend to use
some propaganda to draw stuients into their classes.
department

he~lds

Consequently, the

would probably want to edit the material, yet in reality

they do not want the extra work.
With

~~

being a student project, the administration feels that the

publication t<lCJuld be in a better light to the faculty.

Also the !Students

might be seen as really caring about their education and trying to do something to improve it.
Someone brought up one problem with Benny that I had not foreseen.

If

it would be c.:)UI}>leted to the degree that I would like to see, how huge
would the

act'~al

size be?

The Catalog is pretty thick.

Could you imagine

if each courS4a were covered to the extent that it is covered in Benny?
My answer to this is that many courses listed in the Catalog are not regularly
taught.

We w.)uld have to be selective in determining which classes to include.

Or maybe we should only inclurle General Studies and some elective courses.
An alternative to publishing Benny at all would be to require that a
syllabus of every course be available in the Curricular Advising offices.
However, even though each course currently has a syllabus, they become
outdated very frequently and also they would be very bulky.

-
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The deans are behind Benny.
but as a student project.
in future typing of Benny.

They would li.ke to see it continue,

Dean Burkhardt offered the use of his secretaries
He also asked that I try to identify some interested

persons to carryon Benny and then get back with him.
The secon.d meeting was with Mrs. Doris Lawhead in the Senior Curricular
Advisin~

Office.

Dean Burkhardt had sent me a letter referring me to her.

In his letter he said:
I wuuld like to sUS3est that you spend a little time with
Mrs. Lawhead in the Office of Curricular Advising. Mrs.
Lawhead t~s spoken to me recently about her interests in
this gen€~ral area which seems to dovetail with yours. I
propose that the two of you consider variations on the
idea that: "Benny" represents with the thought that it
may be possible to develop 0 publication inspired by
stu~ents and iWlplemented by the University riesigned to
assist students in selecting the best possible academic
programs. (This letter can be found in the Appendix).
I met with Mrs. Lawhead on December 6, 1976.

It

seems that she had

gone to Dean Burkhardt to ask for a leave of absence because in her dea1inJ8
with Seniors she found that many are changing their majors and a better source
is needed to help students cho(.1se their programs and electives.

(She will

find out in January whether or not she was granted that leave.)

We talked

acout Benny, :Lts good points and its bad ones.

She also stressed. being

selective about which courses to include - not to just take what you can get,
but to actually go out and solicit those courses you want.
stressed

incl1~ding

more elective courses.

She especially

Then in the cover letter state

exactly what ,,,111 or will not be included in the book.

H'e also talked about

striking some of the questions which would let a student choose only the
"easy, giveaw.!ly"courlas.
faculty,

.!!

By

doing so we might get a better response from

T3·enny is cont'tnued to be done through faculty response.

At the
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end of this

me.~tlng

she also asked that I try to find some students

~ho

might

he willing to 1iork on this project with her next year.
To end this, I have some thoughts and questions to pose about the
continuance of Benny.
Is it worth it?

Benny doubled in number of entries this year.

Will it

double next year and 260 entries; then is it worth it?
If we continue Benny, how should

~e

print it - as a supplement or a new

edition?
If Benny is continued, when should we begin again, this spring?

Summer?

Right now' my immediate concern is to find three to seven key people who
would be interested in taking over the future of Benny, to give them all the
background, pr'oblems, comments, questions, suggestioni, and some direction,
and to meet wi.th these students, Dean Burkhardt, and Mrs. Lawhead to detc,mine
definite1;' thE: future of Benny.

-
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THE FINISHED PRODUCT

BALL

STATE

UNIVERSITY

MUNCIE,

INDIANA

47306

Office 01 the Vice President
lor Instructional Affairs and Dean 01 Faculties

November 29, 1976

Miss Jodi. Taylor
Vice President
Student Association
Dear Miss Taylor:
I want to thank you for taking your tine to cone and neet with
the Academic Instructional Deans the other day to talk about "Benny."
I hope you carried away the idea that the group was syrrpathetic and
hoped thc~ it would be possible for you to identify sone students who
might wish to continue the proj ect that you have started so well. I
mow you feel it is going to be essential to have sone assistance
beyond that which can be provided by students.
I would like to suggest that you spend a little tine with JVlr>s.
Doris LavThead in the Office of CurTicular Advising. JVlr>s. Lawhead
has spoken to ne recently about her interests in this general area
which seem to dovetail with yours. I propose that the two of you
consider variations on the idea that "Benny" represents with the
thought that it may be possible to develop a publication inspired
by stUdents and irrplenented by the Universi ty designed to assist
stUdents in selecting the best possible academic programs.
As you can see I have asked that a copy of this be directed to
JVlr>s. Lawhead so that when you do get together you will have been
"introduc:ed. "

Sincerely,

~~~~~~
Richard W. Burkhardt
Vice President
and
Dean of Faculties
RWB:bb
cc:

JVlr>s. Lawhead

Ball State University is an equal opportunity employer
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BALL

STATE

UNIVERSITY

MUNCIE,

INDIANA

47306

Office of the Vic. President

November 8, 1976

for Instructional Affairs and Dean of Faculties

Miss Jodi 'raylor
Vice President, Student Association
SC 224
Dear Miss Taylor:
I discussed your Benny project with the Deans last week and I
can report a spirited discussion of the subj ect • We have scheduled
one more session in which to talk about it. By that time all the
Deans will have checked the idea with their department heads.
Tbday the majority of us feel that Benny should continue as a
student project. Our final decision will be reported to you soon.
Sincerely,

~w.-i-L~
Richard W. Burkhardt
Vice President
and
Dean of Faculties
hf

Ball State University is an equal opportunity employer
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APPENDIX

June 7, 1976

Dear Ball State Professor v

This year the Student Association is again \>JOrking to publish
J3P....neficenc.::; v a rourse--selector to aid stwents in filling out their
quart'3rly sch;3dules. Perhaps you sa~N last year's Beneficence; if not
I am enclosing a ropy so you can S86 9xaCtly ha..; the information is
used. Unfortunately t.l-}a perc8l1tage of returned questionears
last year "laS very lON. I !10:~~ t.'1is year to be rrore successful in
~..xing t.l)3 majority of roursas off'3roo at Ball State.
B-~usa
th3 up?:rr division classes are rror8 st:l..".J13 and upper classrren have
the :nst chaT'lce of gatting into t.'1o section t.~y request v I am only
doing the 300-40J l.;;vel classes bv quostione·,:rr. The ob"la"s will ro
done by conS\3l1SUS. I ~·x>uld anpr.3Ciat;3 very ITIUCh your cooperation in
returning a quastioneer for 3ach u?p3r lev3l rourse you t~ach and
which q\lClrt<3r you t.;ach it if ?OssibL~o If you have any q\':K~stions or
S'..l:J98stions pleas..; C3.ll I1B at 285-7651 or 283-5277
rrhank you.
0

Sinc..;rely,

Vice-Prcsidrmt
Ball State Stu:1'::''1t
Association

Septa~ber

28 y 1976

Dear Professor ~
It U S fi:1ally out a'1d just in time~ I id like to tha."1k you onC3 again for
ta"!(ing tile tL"1le a'1.d trou1Jle to enter your course in Be..'1...'1y. I thought t.'1.at
you ~I}()uld like to see th,,= fini&'1.ed pro.1uct so I am 8i"'1closing a copy. I
~lOpe you are pleased ,. Tit.!:l it ai"'ltl happy tvith ha" your inforrration l¥aS usedo
I apologize for a.'1Y errors in translation r omissions v or oversights
0

I l'lonestly feel t.rmt a guide to COurS·3 selection suc.~ as ~p78 have put
toget.l1e.t' haf; a ")lace i.Tl t.'1.e future of saIL State. .?\s ~"ith a.TlY begmTling
effort f t.his one has bec..11 pla()Ued 'Hi th gro:·ving :::ains and 9rohlens
Once
a procedure is established t.~e guide should have fe-r]Gr :;rrors. Hopefully r
i.Tl the future these problerns ~.,rill "08 correcteclo I d:-:l also 3nclosing an
evaluation sl1eet, I Tdould apprc:ciaL~ getting as TI'a.'1y as possible returned
I need S<JIU2. feadback so that ~l\~"'l.'1V can')3 iliDroved and :::>c-;corre a status auo
publication" If you haVe &'1Y c~)laints or 'suggestions y please let ~ --knav a!xmt ito Tnan."k youo
Q

0

Sincer.:;ly;

Jodi r.::'aylor 7 Vice-President
Be1.11 State :~tudent Association
.IT/sn

EVALUATION
L

'i-Jere you pleased \V'ith hOH your information

20

'iJ>.3re there any misre::>r8s8I1t3.tions in your inforrnation?

3

('\Jere t..l,.ere any 'lu2stions T}i'1ich you felt \ver.3 inappropriate or

0

4.

'Jo you have any additional qU3stions that you

5 oitre b.'1c,3r\; any courses
inclrrb in Bermy?

00

A'1Y OOrrrfF~'1ts u

'",l~Uc..'"

used?

'NaS

~,\'Ould

lik2 to

us'.~l'3ss?

S88

added?

you £881 were; 1.:=£t out, that ',YQuld b2 good to

oorrplaints 1 or

sugg~stions

on the guide as a whol.;;.

Pl:!asc rGturn

to~

Jodi Taylor
R:::x:n 224
Student Center

1.

Dtd you Restd~nce Uall Senators tak.e several copies of
your Residence lInll?

Ben~

to

Were all of the copies picked up?

2.

Did you, ar.L Off-Camrus or At-Large Senator help distribute any
copies of Benny? If so, to whom?

3.

Did you

4.

Do you think you would use Bepnv or a similar publication in the
luture to choose classes?

5.

Did you hear any response from any other student{s} concerning
Benny? If so, what?

6.

Do you feel a students' guide to course selection is a waste of
Student Association's money?

.,
I

--

•

USE~

»enny in choosing classes?

Do you use! the .lli!.ll State ·Catalos when choosing classes?

8.

If ~ were as complete as t~ Catalos. ao you feel Benny
be more Ol~ lees useful to the student body?

9.

Do you ha'Te any suggestions for a better name for Benny?

y~ttld

10.

Would you be interested in worktng on the nerot edition of BennyT
If ye9, p-l,"-ase leave me you.r n&tlC.

11.

Do

y~u

have any comments, complaints, or suggestions for Benny?

.

,.

A
GUIDl

TO

COURSl
~lLlC

TION

•
•

VOIlJME 1 NO. 2

BALL STATE UNIVERSI'lY

SEPTEMBER, 1976

Editor's Note:
Hopefully this book will serve as a useful educational tool. Like any tool,
it can prol::ably best be used by those aware of its intentions and limitations.
Benny has been designed to assist you in registration. It contains detailed
descriptions of rrore than 125 courses being offered this academic year. Its
purpose is to facilitate intellectual exploration and discovery by reducing
sorre of the uncertainties in selecting an academic schedule.
MJst of the information contained in Benny was provided voluntarily by the
respective course professors. To avoid misrepresentations, Bermy has published the descriptions submitted alrrost totally without editorial revision.
Errors in translation, omissions, and oversights are apologized for in advance. As you will find, the infornation presented here is rrore objective
than subjective. This approach was pursued in order to insure that the resp::msibility for conparison and choice \\Uuld remain in the hands of the individual student.
It should be noted that since registration materials are released several
rronths prior to the beginning of classes, sorre information will inevitably
change. For example, not all of the section numbers are included for each
professor. It is suggested that an interested student go to the specific
department and ask if that professor knows yet what section he/she will be
teaching. In addition, many professors did not respond due to the fact
that necessary infornation is provided only a rronth or few weeks prior to
the beginning of the quarter.
For several reasons it was decided to separate this guide into the laver
division (100-200) classes and the upper division (300-400) classes. The
lower division courses are s1.IIllffirized by course; the upper division classes
have been listed as before, by each individual professor teaching that class.
Each section is sub-divided into departments.
We hope you find this guide useful. We want to thank the faculty for their
generous contributions of time and effort in providing the course data.

invite your cx::mrents and criticism concerning Bermy and hope that you
will find it to be of assistance.

We

Jodi R. Taylor
Student Association Vice-President

Rosenary Rood

Typist

I
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ANlH 100 - INrnODUcrICN TO AmHOOPOIOOY
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPRQX-

IMA'lELY 90 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY non-rrajors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE : Man as an animal. The relation
between anatany and behavior with the
anphasis on the evolution of prinate
and human behavior. RECUlRED READIN3:
Introduction to the Prinate - FDsen.
ESTIMATED COST: $4.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSI~: ~nty pages per week.
No special exercise. MIDl'ERM EXAMINATION: one or tv.u. FINAL EXAMINATION:
c::orrprehensive, partial. GRADIN3 PHILOSOPHY: On basis of examinations.
ANTH 120 - INTROIXJCTION 'ID ARCHAEQUX;Y
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures - class
response. PREDCMINANTLY mixed - rrajors
and non-rrajors. OFFICE Hams: Upon
personal inquiry. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: o:::mprehensive introduction to
Archaeology. RE<PlRED READIN3: Man
in Prehistory - Chard; Readings in
Archaeology - Swartz. ESTIMATED COST:
$15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
nothing. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: one.
FINAL EXAMINATION: con-prehensive.
GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Grade on a curve.
No set or absolute standards.
ANTH 160 - IN'I'RClXJCl'ION 'ID CUL'IURAL
ANTHROPOLCX;Y
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and
rrovies. APPROXJMATELY 70 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY 110n-rrajors.
TEACHIN3 ASSISTANT'S ROLE: part-tl.Ire
lecturer, counselor, grader of objective questions. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVES
Describes the cultural answers to nan's
carm:m problems. Develops the concept
"eu! ture" and shcMs haw it functions to
solve the rrany intellectual and practical problems that all men face. Sees
cul ture as a system of social, economic, artistic, language, political, and
religious beliefs and behaviors which
facilitate this function. The course
examines each of these aspects and describes particular cultures from around
the w:>rld. RF.<:PlRED HEADIN3: Man in
Perspective - Richards; Cenformity and
Conflict - Spradley and McCurdy. ESTIMATED COST: $10.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Fifty pages per week +
outside reading assignments. MID'I"ERV1

EXAMINATICNS: two. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not canprehensive. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: Each exam will be w:>rth
equal value. Much of the test content
will COIl'e fran the lectures so that
attendance is :important. Letter grades
will be determined by curve.
BIOr..a;y
BIO 100 - MAN AND THE LIFE SCIENCES
CXXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: electronic response, audiotutorial self-instruction,
discussion, evaluation. APProxIMATELY
24 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY nonmajors. MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: Birth;
birth control; genetic counseling; aggression; territoriality and survival;
t:ine, adaptation and change; man, communication and behavior; population dynamics, air pollution and radiation;
life and energy; water, thennal and biocide pollution. RF.<:PlRED READING: none
outside of class. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: attendance at four scheduled
class rreetings highly recarrrended; no
outside readings or assignments; Biology
and Now learning guide is conpleted during S.I. - a scheduled class meeting.
MID'I'EIM EXAMlNATICN: none. FINAL EXl\MINATICN: 70% comprehensive. <pIZZES:
eight weekly l5-iterm multiple choice
quizzes covering topic studied that week;
topics listed in major therre/objectives.
GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Grade based upon
total points earned during the quarter weekly ER points (27 points) , weekly
quiz points (120 points) and final exam
points (50 points). Grading scale (A,B,
C,D,F) based upon established perfonnance
nonns of previous Biology 100 students.
BIO III & 112 - PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY 1 & 2
APproxIMATELY 24 students enroll, PREIX:MINANTLY majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE:
Biosystematics, cellular and rrolecular
machinery, energy flow, therrrodynamics
and enzyrces, photosynthesis, respiration,
reproduction, developreI1t, gene control,
evolution and ecology. RE<;:PlRED READING:
(Ill & 112) Biology TOday, 2nd ed. - CRM,
(Ill & 112) Laboratory Investigations Bennett & Mertens, (112) Ecology: The
Envirorurental Crisis - Mangum & Mertens,
(Ill) Principles of Biosystematics -
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Lines & Mertens (optional). ESTlMATED COST:
$14.00/quarter (text arrl lab manual used u..u
quarters). TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading assignments vary - approx. 60 pages per
week. Pre-lab outlines are required in this
section, sare graphs. MIDTERM EXAMINATION:
one. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: partially CCIt"q?rehensive. QUIZZES: three. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
Two exams during quarter - 50%, Three quizzes
-- 19%, final - 31%, with satisfactory lab
perforrrance. Note that this is a multisectioned course. Grading FOlicy is established
by each individual instructor.
BIO 213 - MICROBIOLOGY
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY 24 sttrlents
enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY mixed - majors and
non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: PurpOse
of the course is to introduce students to the
study of microbes as organisms. Six major
groups are introduced. Bacteria and fungi
are used primarily to illustrate biological
principles. REQUIRED READING: Microbiology
by Pelezar & Reid; Microbiological Applications - Benson. ESTlMATED COST: $15.00$20 .00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENTS: Assignments are made by units and not on a daily or
weekly basis. MIDTERM EXAMINATIOOS: four •
FINAL EXAMINATIOO : comprehensive. pROJECI'S: Lab reFOrts are required weekly. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Students are expected to attend class. Grade is based on class participation, lab work, performance on tests.
ECONGUCS
ECON 301 - THE PRICE SYSTEM AND RESCURCE
ALICCATION
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions
APPROXIMATELY 25 students enrolled, PREDCloUNANTLY majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: The
theory of the consll['(Sr, theory of production,
analysis of costs, market structures and factor markets or distribution. REQUIRED READIN3:
Microeconornic Theroy and Applications - Janes
Koch. ESTIMATED COST: $14.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Reading - l~ chapters per week;
suggested price-theory workbook. MID'I'EIM EXAMINATIOOS: u..u. FINAL EXAMINATION: cc:::nprehensive. QUIZZES: best 5 counted - one-tenth
of grade. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: FINAL is 150
FOints; 2 tests (hourlies) - 100 FOints each;
quizzes - 50 FOintS. Accurate FOint total for
quarter determined solely by exams.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOI..03Y
EDPSY 250 - HUMAN GRCWIH AND DEVEWPMENT
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions + outside individual field experif'..nces. APPROXlMATELY 35 students enrolled. PREDCloUNANTLY mixed-majors and
non-majors. MAJORS THEME/OBJECTIVE: A
survey course which explores the social,
physical, intellectual and psychological
develo~t of individuals fran birth to
old age. School perfonnance and behavior
of students and teachers also included.
REQUIRED READING: Developrental Psychology, 2nd ed., paperback - Rintye, Editor;
Centering a IDpsi<ied Egg - Allyn & Bacon.
ESTIMATED COST: $16.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENI': Reading is student t s planning.
Approximately 4 chapters from text and
classroan notes on each test. MIIJI'ERM
EXAMINATIOO: none. FINAL EXAMINATION:
not canprehensive. QUIZZES: yes, 5 tests
covering new material. All tests equally
weighted. TERM PAPERS: Five - 1 page in
lenghth, on the field experience observations. PROJECrS: none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Class average grading system.
Final grade depends on the accumulative 5
test scores and written observations.

ENGLISH

103 - LITERATURE AND CCMPQSITIOO
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APPROXlMATELY 25 stuients enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY
mixed - majors and non-majors. MAJOR THEMEOBJECTIVE: There is a review of gramnar,
the use of rhetoric, methods in paragraph
developrent, argurrentation and logic. REQUIRED READJN3: Standards of English, The
Expositor, Harbrace College Handbook, (others up to each individual instructor).
ESTlMATED COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: A therre a week, readings, plus
handbook. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: optional.
FINAL EXAMINATION: yes. arHER TESTS OR
QUIZZES: optional. THEMES: 8 altogether
300 - 500 words each. These must then be
corrected after handing back.

EN:;

104 - LITERA'lURE AND CCMPQSITIOO
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY 25 students enrolled, PREDGUNANTLY
mixed - majors and non-majors. MAJOR THEMEOB..JOCTIVE: There is a review of grarrmar,
EN:;

3
but the three main errphases are; drana,
pJetry,
writing a research paper.
RE;CPIRED READJN;: Standards of English,
The Expositor, Harbrace College Handbook,
( others up to each individual instructor)
ESTIMATED COST: $15.00 • TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIQMENl': A thane about every 2 weeks,
plus work on research paper, and readings.
MIDTERM EXAMINATION: optional. FINAL EXAMINATION: yes. PAPERS: Therres must be
300-500 words each. Research must be
800-1000 words. Themes must be corrected
after being handed back.

am

~ 205 - VDRLD LITERATURE
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: disc.."'Ussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors.
MAJOR. 'IHEME/OBJECI'IVE: This is a continua~ion of English 103-104.
There will be
various writing assignm2nts plus readings
from World, British and American Literature. ESTIMATED COOT: $15 .00. MID'I'ER-1
EXAMINATICN: yes. FINhL EXAMINATION:
yes. OI'HER TESTS OR CUIZZES: yes. f\bst
exams are essays. Papers; research papers, reports, etc. (up to each individual
instructor) •

207 - AMERICAN LITERATURE
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APProxIMATELY 25 students enrolled, PREIXMINAm'LY
mixed - majors and non-majors. MAJOR THEMEOBJECI'IVE: The special emphasis is readings
of AIrerican Literature. MIDTERM EXAMINA'I'IOO: yes. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: yes. OI'HER
TESTS OR CUIZZES: yes. PAPERS: yes - various research papers, reports, etc. (up to
each individual instructor).
EN:;

EN:; 209 - BRITISH LI'lERA'IURE
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY 25 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY
mixed - majors and non-majors. MAJOR THEMEOBJECl'IVE: The major emphasis is on readings fran British Literature. MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO: yes. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes.
OI'HER TESTS OR CUIZZES: Yes. PAPERS: Yes
Various research papers, reports (up to each
individual instructor).

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FL 217 - THE OW TESTAMENT AS LITERA'lURE
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions
and slides. APPROXIMATELY 15 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY non-majors. MAJOR

THEME/OBJECl'IVE: The Promises, The
People, and the Land. Special ernphasis
on the archaeological background and
cul ture of the ancient near eastern peopIes. The students should gain an extensive knowledge of a literary tradition in its cultural environrrent. RECUIRED READING: Archaeology of the Old
Testanent - M. F. Unger. ESTIMATED COST:
$6.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Books
and passages fran the Old Testanent are
read. M1D'I'ERM EXAMINATION: twu. FINAL
EXlI-MINATICN: not comprehensive. CUIZZES:
none. TER1 PAPERS: one that is five pages
in length. It is basically a report on a
book that is closely connected with the
Old Testanent. PROJECI'S: None. GRADING
PHILa30PHY: The lectures present sufficient
material that together with the basic reading any student ought to make a worthy grade

GEOORAPHY
GE(x; 101 - FUNDAMENTAIS CF PHYSICAL
GEOORAPHY AND EARI'H SCIENCE
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, laboratories, and programned instructions on closed
circuit. APproxIMATELY: 100 students enrolled. PREDCMINANTLY: non-majors.
'lEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: To teach labs
counseling. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
Discuss basic Physical, Geographical and
Earth Science, Meteorology, Climates, Geology, and Earth-SUn relationships. Ibpe
to gain better appreciation of the environrrent. RECUIRED READINGS: Physical Geography - McIntire (optional), Earth Science
Manual - Lyon (lab book), Prograrrmed Text
Review Manual - Lyon & Dillon, Rock & Mineral Kit (optional). ESTIMATED COST:· $12.00
- $20.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 1 lab
per week; 1 programned text assigI'lIteIlt per
week; recarrrended readings optional. MID'I'ElM EXAMINATION: three. FINAL EXAMINATION: not cCJIq?rehensive. CUIZZES: over
labs. PAPERS: no.

am

GOCG 110 - ELEMENTS OF PHYSICAL GECGRAPHY
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enrolled,
PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors
MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: Discussions of Physical Geography and Earth Science, Meteorology, Climates, Geology, Earth-Sun relationships and land fonns. RECUIRED READINGS:
The Envirol1llEl1t of Mankind - Fellow, Programmed Text Review Kit - Lyon-Dillon.
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ESTIMATED COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Attend lectures, read 1-2 chapters
per week, occasional worksheets. ~ EXAMlNATICN: three. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not
cOO"q?rehensive. OI'HER TESTS, QJIZZES OR PAPERS: none.
GF.CX; 130 - METEOROLCGY I
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY
15-20 students enrollerl, PREDCMINANTLY mixed majors and non-rnajors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
Students smuld finish oourse with better understanding of earth I s at:rrospheric system and
interaction to produce weather oonditions that
affect our daily lives. REQUIRED READINGS:
Weather - Battan, Weather - Burnett, Lehr &
Zim. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading20 pages per week; 1 lab exercise per week.
MIIJl'ERM EXAMINATICN: tv.u. FINAL EXAMINATICN
conprehensive. PAPERS: none.
GECG 150 - WJRID REGIONAL GF.CX;RAPHY
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY
25-35 students enrollerl, PRElXMINANTLY nonmajors. MAJOR THENE/OBJECI'IVE: How people in
other parts of the wor Id live - the physical
and cultural aspects. A Human geography course
REQUIRED READIN;: Regional Geography of the
World - Jesse Wheeler. ESTIMATED COST: $15.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Sore map assignments in addition to reading about a chapter a
week. MIDTERM EXAMINA'I'ION: yes. FINAL EXAMINATION: not cOO"q?rehensive. OTHER TESTS OR
QUIZZES: yes, on map assignrrents. PAPERS :
none.
GEOLCGY
GEOL 102 - HISTORICAL GECX;RAPHY
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laboratories
APPROXIMATELY: 15-20 students enrollerl. PRE00lINANTLY: mixerl - majors and non-majors.
TEACHING ASSISTANT I S ROLE: carry out labs.
MAJOR '!HEME/OBJECTIVE: History of the physical earth i of life studierl through fossils,
emphasis on principles of interpreting earth
history. A very broad subject area. REQUIRED
READIN;: Essentials of Earth History - Stokes;
Historical Geology Lab Manual - Poort. ESTIMATED COST: $18.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
1 lab report per week. Reading - 35 pages per
week. MIDTERM EXAMINATIONS: two. FINAL EXAMINATION: not COO"q?rehensive. arHER TESTS: Lab
midterm, but not final. PAPERS: none.

GENERAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLCGY
GXPSY 100 - GENERAL PSYCHOLCGY
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 35-40 students enrolled - however, sone have 75, sare have 210 - depends on the section. TEACHIN; ASSISTANT I S
ROLE: Discussion groups in large sections
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: An overview of
Psychology emphasizing such topics as sensation and perception, rrotivation, learning, abnormal psychology, personality, developnent and physiology. Especially emphasizerl is nethods. REQUIRED READING:
No unifonu text - up to each individual
instructor. ESTIMATED COST: $7.00-$14.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading from
60-80 pages per week. Other assignrrents
vary with the instructor. MIDTERM EXAMINATIONS: 4-5. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yesvaries with instructor as to whether it is
cOO"q?rehensive or not. PAPERS: maybe small
ones - no major ones.

HISTORY
HIST 220 - LABORATORY CaJRSE IS U.S. HISTORY
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 12 students enrollerl. PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors. M.Z\JOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Class is held in the
Delaware County Archives at BSU. Emphasis
is upon social, political, eoonomic history
of people at the local level. Frontier politics, land developnent, law enforcement,
biographies of individuals. Each student
does his am research and writes it up. The
students learns to evaluate sources, improve
his own writing and develop his thinking.
REQUIRED READING: Delaware County Indiana,
the Pioneer Period - Stoeckel & Johnson.
ESTIMATED COST: $2 .04 . TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: During the first two weeks the
student does short papers to get acquainterl
with the material available for research.
He is guided during class tirre and has the
chance to re-do papers to improve his grade.
MIIY.I'EIM EXAMINATION: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. QJIZZES: none. TERM PAPERS:
two papers - 5-10 pages in length. PROJECTS :
same students do research off-campus if their
papers require it, but it is not assigned.
GRADING PHIU)SOPHY: Students are graded on
willingness to work, tirre put in and improvement in their papers. Grades depend on how
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well the individual project is done and
student iroproverrent.

HEALTH SCIENCE
HSC 160 - FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN HEALTH
COORSE . IS PRIMARILY: various rrethods.
APPOOXlMATELY: 30 stuients enrolled.
PREDCMINANI'LY: mixed. .MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: It is a survey course grounded
in good research but interrled to provide
ideas and infonnation for everyday decision !laking. Content - rrental health,
alcohol, drugs, nutrition, first aid, fitness, disease, and sexuality. REQ1IRED
READING: Essentials of Life and Health.
ESTlMATED COST: $8.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Oltside "think" Assignrrents,
and 40 pages a week. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN:
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not canprehensive
epIZZES: none. TERM Pl~ERS: optional.
PROJECI'S: 10 surnnary rE~ction cards, and
extra credit alternativE~s. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Each test - 20!1;, Surnnary reaction
cards - 20%, instructor I s subjective judgerrent - 20%.

INOOSTRIAL EDUCATICN
lED 161 - INDUSTRY IN CCNTEMPORARY SOCIEl'Y
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enrolled. PREDCMINANI'LY: non-rna. jors.
TEACHING ASSISTANT I S ROLE: Help with individual lab w::>rk. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
Study the evolution of a product fran idea
to profit through the operation of a simulated ma.nufacturing corporation. RECUIRED
READING: Manufacturinsr - Wright. ESTlMA'lED COST: $9.25. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENI': WJrk varied depemding on role in
simulated corporation. MIIJI'Em EXAMlNATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yescorrprehensive. OI'HER 'l'ESTS, epIZZES OR
PAPERS: None. GRADING PIUIDSOPHY: Students are graded on thE~ quality of their
w::>rk in the various roles in the corporation - (60%), Final Exam - (40%).

lED 171 - INTK>IXJcrICN TO ELECI'RICITY
CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions, and laboratories. APPROXlMATELY:
25 students enrolled. PREDCMINANTLY:
rna.jors. MAJOR THEME/OJ3JEcrIVE: (1) Theory of Electricity (2) Sources of Electricity (3) Alternating and Direct CUrrents

(4) Applications of Electricity to House
Wiring and Radio (5) Understanding of Electronics Occupation. REQJIRED READING:
General Electricity - Bergman. ESTlMATED
COST: $2.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
15 pages of text rna.terials per week; one
laboratory exercise per week. MIIJl'ERII1 EXAMlNATICN: tw::>. FINAL EXAMINATICN: comprehensive. epIZZES: none. TEIM PAPERS:
none. PRQJECTS: Library research required
for one experiment. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
All tests anount to 78% of final grade, experiments anount to 22% of final grade, and
extra credit allowed up to 4% of additional
credit.

JaJRNALISM

Joom 100 _. MASS CCMMUNICATICNS MEDIA
C(lJPSE IS PR:lWUULY: lectures and discussions. APPROXlMATELY: 40 students enrolled
PREDCMINANI'LY: non-majors. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECI'IVE: Understanding the Mass Media.
REQUIRED READING: Media - 2nd ed. - Peter
Sandman. ESTlMATED COST: &7.95. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading 2 chapters :per
week (20-30 pages), and 1 project a week
(e.g. a short report). MIDTEIM EXAMINATICN:
3-4 spread over the quarter. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not carprehensive. PAPERS: a feN
smrt ones. PROJECI'S: Go to library and
see professional journals.
JaJRN 110 - NEWSWRITING AND REPORI'ING
laboratories. APPROXlMATELY: 14 students enrolled. PREDCMINANTLY: majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Introduction to newswriting stylel:x:lOk. Course
covers basic news forms, such as accident
reports, simple neMS stories, obituaries,
am speeches and rreetings. Sc:lrre errphasis on
reporting. Ability to type is required. REepIRED READING: Reporting - Mitchell ChaLnley, Reporting for the Print Media - Fedler,
BSU Daily NeNS Stylebook. ESTIMATED COST:
$16.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 30 pages
per week, plus one chapter in w::>rkbook per
week. MIDTER-1 EXAMlNATICN: one. FINAL EXAMINATICN: carprehensive. epIZZES: writing
exercises quiz once every ten days. TEm
PAPERS: one consisting of 200 w::>rds. A l:xx:>k
report, the took is chosen by the students on
the subject of journalism. PRaJEcrs: none.
GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Final grade is an average of weekly quiz grades, harew:Jrk grades
and midtenn and final test. Midtenn and final
counts slightly rrore than other grades.
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY:
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JaJRN 230 - PHOl'QJaJRNALISM
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions an:i lal::x:>ratories. APPROXIMATELY:
15 students enrolled. PREIXMINANTLY:
mixed - majors and nono;najors. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: lab assistant.
MAJOR THEME/OBJEerIVE: Shooting, developing; . and printing film. RECUIRED READlliG: Basic Guide to Photography - Petersen. ESTIMATED COST: $3.95. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Shoot, develop, contact, and print a roll of film to be critiqued. MIDl'ERo1 EXAMlliJ"ATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. CUIZZES: none.
TERM PAPERS: none. PRQJECl'S: Proto project for final - photo essay or photo story
GRADlliG PHIIDSOPHY: Acceptance of re-doing
assignrrents, and extra credit assigrnrents
allows the students to detennine his C1NI1
grade on the basis of the \'.Urk he is willing
to do and to learn.
IATlli
IAT 213 - IATlli ELEMEN'l'S lli ENGLISH
CaJRSE IS RPIMARILY: discusstions. APPROXlMATELY: 20 students .::mrolled. PREIXMINANTLY: non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
The primary aim is to help students inprove
their English vocabulary by learning a number of Greek and latin roots camonly used
to make up English \'.Urds. Scrre emphasis
will also be put on dictionary use, the
principles of \'.Urd fornation, and the way
rreanings change. REcurRED READING: English w:>rds - D. Ayers. ESTIMATED COST:
$4.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Cover
one lesson a day in the textbook. Classroan w::>rd involves cov.:rring assigned exercises and related supplementary material.
MIDl'ERo1 EXAMINATIOO:tw::>. FINAL EXAMlNATICN: not corrprehensiveo CUIZZES: none.
~ PAPERS:
none. TER-i PAPERS: none.
PROJECI'S : none. GRAD:rn:; PHIlOSOPHY:
Grading will be based on thoroughness of
preparation shown in class, class participation, and inprovements. There will be
4 tests w::>rth 20%, 30%, 20%, an:i 30% respectively.

!AT 295 or CC 295 - CLASSICAL \\ORIn lli
FIIM, FIerION & FAC!'
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions
and lal::x:>ratories. APPROXlMATELY 30-35 students enrolled. PRElXMINANTLY: non-majors
MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: Primarily this course
is an introduction to the Graeco-Ranan w::>rld

through the rredium of films. It also
contrasts Ibllyw:xXl distortions with
the actual facts. RECUrRED READlliG:
The 12 caesara - SUetonus; Ranan Life Carcopino; and t\'.U novels that concern
the Ancient W:>rld. ESTIMATED COST:$8.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: One feature
length film; ca. 80 pages of reading.
MIDI'ERM. EXAMINATICN: NCNE. CUIZZES:
none. TER-i PAPERS: One due every week.
Three or four pages in length. PROJECTS:
none. GRADlliG PHIlOSOPHY: In effect,
the student chooses his own grade based
on a systan of points for film viewing
and reading.
MATHEMATICS

MATH 161 or 162 - APPLIED CALCULUS I or II
caJRSE IS PRJMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 20-25 students enrolled. PREIXMINANTLY: non-ma jors • MAJOR
THEME/OBJECI'IVE: The student should rope
to gain an understanding of Calculus and
its applications especially to the Business
area. RECUIRED READlliG: The Brief Calculus - J .E. Shockley. ESTIMATED (x)ST: $12.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 20-30 pages per
week with 30-40 problens to be \'.Urked out.
MIDI'ERM. EXAMINATICN: There will be 3 onehour exams. FINAL EXAMINATICN: corrprehensive. CUIZZES: VEekly 15-minute quizzes
in SCJ:Te sections. TERM PAPERS: none. proJECTS: none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Generally grade is detennined by exam and quiz
average. Final exam carries extra weight.
MUSICAL

PERFO~CE

SMALL ENSEMBLES 138-438 OPERA WORKSHOP
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lal::x:>ratories • APPROXIMATELY: 50 students enrolled. PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors.
TEACHlliG ASSISTANT'S ROlE: pianist, conductor, stage director. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Varies from sight reading opera
scores to fully merrorized performances with
orchestra, costurres, etc. Practical stage
experience for majors, as well as general
education of "playing a part." RECUIRED
READING: opera scores change each quarter.
ESTIMATED COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: If perforrred, then 15 hours rehearsal plus student's private preparation.
Sight reading takes no prep unless student
wishes. MIIJl'.ERv1 EXAMINATICN: none - only
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performances. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none.
CUIZZES: none. TEEM PAPERS: none - unless a graduate creative project. PROJECl'S: field trip if perfonred, and if
sane opera is nearby. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY:
If student perfonns correct notes to his
or her best ability rren)rized, then "A"
results. (usual grade). IDts of wrong notes
make life difficult.
PHYSICAL EDUCATICN GENERAL FOR MEN
PG1 131 - VOLI.EYBALL
CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories. APproxIMATELY: 25-30 students enrolled.
PREDCJ.1INANTLY: non-majors. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECTIVE: Improve knovl7ledge and skills
of playing volleyball. RECPIRED READING:
Volleyball - Slandel. ESTIMATED COST:
$3 .00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ]SSIGNMENT: 10
pages in book per week. MIDl'ER-l EXllMINATICN: none. FINAL :EXAr-lINATICN: comprehensive. CUIZZES: skill. TEm PAPERS:
2 papers - one page each. PROJECrS: none.
GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Final - 20%, Skills 60%, and papers - 20%.

PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 100 - INTROOOcrICN TO PHILOSOPHY
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROX1MATELY: 30 students enrolled.
PREDCMINANTLY: non-majors, but sorre majors.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: The major types and
principal problems of philosophy in tenns of
the rrost significant historical and cont.errq?orary sch:x>l rroverrents. Introduction to
1.) What is Philosophy? 2.) Major Philosophers and their thinkinqs. 3 .) Discussion
of Ethics, Justice and other current concerning Philosophy. RE<::PIRED READING: Short
Introduction to Philosophy - Olson r however
this varies with the instructor. ESTIMATED
COST: $5.95. TYPICAL 'NEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
S<:xre short papers - varies according to
each instructor. FINAL EXAMINATION: yescomprehensive.
PHYSICS
PHYCS 100 -

INTROIXJcrIa~

TO ENEIGY AND
SPACE SCIENCE
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: l,octures and laboratar:ies. APPROX1MATELY: 60-70 students enrolled
PREIXMINANTLY: non-majors. TEACHIN:; ASSIS-

TANT'S ROIE: conduct labs. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECTIVE: General survey of physics, introduction to basic laws and concepts including nuclear energy, solar energy, and astronomy. RECUIRED READING:
Conceptual Physics - Paul Hewitt. ESTIMATED COST: $12.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 1 lab report per week; no horrework problems. Reading - 50 pages per
week. MIDl'ER-1 EXAMINATICN: two. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: canprehensive. arHER TESTS
OR OOIZZES: none.
PHYSICAL EIXJCATION GENERAL FOR w:MEN
PPC 294 - KINESIOL03Y (Physical Education
Professional Coeducational)
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enrolled. PREDCJ.1INANTLY: majors.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Applied Anatomy &
Biorrechanics. REOOIRED READING: Kinesiology - Rasch & Burke. ESTIMATED COST: $15.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 1 lab report
per week, and 20 pages of reading per week.
MIIJI'ERM EXAMINATIOO: one. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not a:::xnprehensive. OOIZZES: two
short exams. TEIM PAPERS: none. PROJECTS:
none. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Lab - 20%, Final
- 25%, Midtenn - 25%, First short test - 15%
and Second short test - 15%.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLS 130 - AA1ERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25-80 students enrolled. PREDCJ.1INANTLY: mixed - majors and
non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE: Politics is often labelled the art of the pJssible. 'Ibis introductory course in American pJlitics examines governmental decision
making from theoretical and practical perspectives. Emphasis is placed upon constitutional, institutional and behavioral processes of policy-making. Specific topical
areas include political parties, Congress,
judiciary , executive, and political culture.
REOOIRED READIN:;: Varies with each instructor. ESTIMATED COST: $12-15. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Also varies with the
instructor. No labs, workbook, or problem
sets. MIm'ERM EXAMINATION: yes. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: yes (whether it is comprehensive or not varies with each instructor) •
0l'HER TESTS OR OOI ZZES : Scrre •
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POLS 131 - THE NCW POLI'rICS
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25-80 students
enrolled. PREOCMINANTLY: mixed - majors
and non-rnajors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
This course attempts an tn1conventional introduction to AnErican politics. It focuses on the cont.eITporary controversies of
American politics and the clashing viewpoints about current issues, e.g., political corruption and refonn, role of the
mass media, presidential power, minority
rights, corporate IXJWer, the envirorurent,
foreign policy, and radicalism. The goal
of the course is to be relevant to what
is going on Na-l as well as to be generally
informative. This course may be substituted for POLS 130 (Arrerican National Governrrent) in regard to all curricular requirerrents and course prereq1.lisites • REWIRED
READING: Varies with ea.ch instructor.
ESTIMATED COST: $12-15. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Also varies with the instructor. NJ labs, \\.Drk}:xx)k, or problem sets.
MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: yes. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes (Whether is corrprehensive or not
varies with each instructor). 0l'HER TESTS
OR epIZZES: Sor're.
POLS 210 - INTRODUCTICN TO POLITICS
COURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions.
APPROXIMATELY: 25-80 students
enrolled. PREOCMINANTLY: mixed - majors
and non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE:
The course is concerned with tv.o types or
things: 1. ) Basic ideas and theories
concerning politics, and 2.) The ways in
which political scientists study politics.
Part of the course is based on open discussions of politics and political ideas.
The other part is COnCEnled with an inclass research project, which students
have found very interesting and enjoyable.
The idea of the research is on political
attitudes of people rat:her than do library
research. RECPIRED RE1\DING: Varies with
each instructor. ESTll1ATED COST: $12-15.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGrM-::NT: Also varies
wi th the instructor. ~1IIJI'ERM EXAMINATIOO:
yes. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes (whet:her it
is canprehensive or not varies wit:h each
instructor). OI'HER TESTS OR epIZZES: none.
POLS 238 - URBAN OOJERNMENT IN THE UNITED
STATES
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25-80 students enrolled. PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - ma.jors and

non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
This course is an examination of the politics of urban Arrerica - 1970's style.
An understanding of our present political
nechanism will dramatically derronstrate
why we are presently experiencing an urban
crlS1S. The nature of this crisis and
suggestions for refonn will be the primary
focus of this course. RECUIRED READING:
Varies with each instructor. ESTIMATED COST:
$12-15. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Also
varies with the instructor. MIDI'ERM EXAMINATICN: yes. FlNAL EXAMINATICN: yes.
(whether it is oamprehensive or not varies
with each instructor). arHER TESTS OR QUIZZES:

Sane.

RELIGIaJS S'lUDIES
REIST 101 - RELIGICNS IN AMERICAN CUIJIURE

CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 30 sttrlents enrolled
PREDCMINANl'LY: non-majors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE: An introductory survey of the major religions in the United States with emphasis on their historical development, distinctive beliefs, institutions and practices.
REWIRED READIN3: Religions in American Culture - Hudson. ESTIMATED COST: $5 .50 . MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: sonetines. FINAL EXAMINATION: sometines. PAPERS: none.
RADIO AND TELEVISICN
RIM 210 - WRITINGS FOR RADIO & TV
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and analysis. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students
enrolled. PREDCMINANl'LY: majors and mixed.
MAJOR 'IHEME/OBJECTIVE: Knowledge andappreciation of writing skills for radio and televisions with emphasis on comrercials, news,
doct.mEntaries, prine tine prograrrming. Should
~rove sttrlent production and appreciation
of writing for broadcast. REQUIRED READING:
writing for Television and Radio - Hilliard;
'!he Makings of Star Trek - Whitfield. ESTIMATED COST: $11.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENl': varies relating to weekly subject matter. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: one. FINAL EXA1\iINATICN: not comprehensive. WIZZES: short
often and unannotn1ced. TERM PAPERS: eight,
length of papers vary. PROJECrS: none.
GRADING PHILCSOPHY: 60% writing assignnents,
30% quizzes, and 10% written evaluation assignnents.
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SOCIQI.(X;Y
SOC 100 - P~IPLFS OF SOCIOIJXY
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELy: 200 students enrolled. PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors.
TEACHIN:; ASSISTANT'S ROlE: They handle
discussion sections (35 people each) •
MAJOR THEME/OOJECI'IVE: Representative
overview of the sociology discipline,
interpersonal and intergroup relations,
social dynamics, cultures and sub-cultures and institutions in societies.
mx:pIRED READING: It varies with the
innstructor. ESTIMATED COST: $8-$15.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading 1-2
chapters per week in text; some discussion section projects, e.g. stu:1ents
test social norms at street corners.
MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO: 1--3. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not canprehEIDsive ~ 0l'HER
TESTS OR CUIZZES: yes, in discussion
sections. PAPERS: yes - very short.
SPEECH
SPCH 210 - PUBLIC SPEAKIN:;
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: participationpersonal speech improvement. PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-majors.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Parlirrentary procedure; au:1ience analysis; organizing and
preparing a speech; logical thought and
arrangement. PRESENTATICN: e.g. Persuasion, Explaining speeches. ~IRED READING: The Effective Speaker - Huckleberry
and Strother. ESTIMATED COST: Average of
2 speeches per week. 1-2 chapters reading.
MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: Yes - a final speech. arHER TESTS
OR CUIZZES: Yes - over the reading. PAPERS: Yes - about 20 (outline of each
speech). These must be typed or in ink.
PRQJECTS: Help at speech contests.
SPCH 216 - PHONETICS
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions, participation. APPROXIMATELY: 30-75 students enrolled. PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - majors and
non-majors. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE:
grades daily quizzes. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
1.) Learn arout speech language 2.) Learn how
we talk 3.) Study and listen to other Arrerican dialects 4.) Persooal speech prommciation improvement. RECUIRED READING: Beginning Phonetics - Huckleberry; Pronouncing
Dictionary - Kenyon and Knott. ESTIMATED

COST: $8-$10. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
lots of exercises - small anount of reading. MIIJI'ERM EXAMINATICN: 4 exams. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: corrprehensive, oral mainly.
CUIZZES : daily. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Exams
and oral perfonnances, midtenn is ~. Other
~ is made up of other exams and performances
THEATRE

TREAT 100 - INTROOOCTIOO TO THEATRE
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELy: 40-200 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: non-rnajors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: To investigate the nature of theatre fran 5th Century to the present time.
RECUIRED READING: Seven Farrous Greek Plays,
Drama of English Renaissance, Seventeenth
Century French Drarra. ESTIMATED COST: $3 •
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Attend class;
read six plays during quarter. MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO: 3. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: none.
PAPERS: two, LENGTH: 500 words, reaction
reports for twJ productions. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: 20% for each of four quizzes and
20% for attendance.
URBAN AND REGICNAL S'IUDIES

URS 200 - THE NA'IURE OF URBAN LIFE
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions
APPROXIMATELY: 20 stu:1ents enroll, PREDCMJNANTLY: mixed - majors and non-rnajors.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Designed to introduce students to study of cities, by various approaches and disciplines • Gives
greater understanding of what cities are,
their pluses and minuses, and how to go
arout finding out things about them.RECUIRED READING: I CaIre to the City - Hurst
ESTIMATED COST: $6 .00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 40 pages (double column); problem assigI1flEI1ts; overall course project
with paper, visuals and presentation. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: one. FINAL EXAMINATION:
corrprehensive. CUIZZES: occasional, on
readings. PAPERS: one to three; position
paper, report on problem assignrrent; report
on class project. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Diligence and quality. Midtenn - 25%, Final 30%, Class participation - 20%, Project -25%.
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ARCHITECIURE
ARCH 401 - ARCHITEC'IURAL DESIGN

INSTRUCTOR: Juan Pablo Bonta
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS COORSE: Fall, winter, Spring. CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures,
discussions and studio. APPROXIMATELY: 12
students enrolled, PREIXNINANTLY: majors.
OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABIE: 6 per week. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECl'IVE: Archi tectural design and
criticism. Design rrethcds. canputer-aided
design, gaining simulati.on, meaning in architecture. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: variable. MIDI'ERM EXAMINA'1'ICN: none. FINAL
EXAMINATION: none. TESTS OR CPIZZES: none.
PAPERS: 2 - 3000 words each. arHER COJRSE
RF..(UIREMENTS: Design a portfolio. GRADIN:;
PHILOSOPHY: Quality of work suhnitted - 70%,
Participation in discussion and class activities - 30%.
Section 001
ARCH 402 & 403 - Same as for ARCH 401
ACCaJNTING
ACe 311 - INTEIMEDIATE .!\CCaJNTING I
INSTRUcrOR: Dr. Terry L. Arndt, Ass. Prof.
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: 3. CaJRSE IS

PRIMARILY: lectures. .M>PROXIMATELY: 35 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HCURS AVAILABLE: 8 per week. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECI'IVE: The erophasis is on accounting theory and concepts underlying the preparation of
financial statanents. Major portion of the
course is devoted to principles which the professional accountant follows in determining
periodic inCOItE. ESTD'IATED COST: $15.00.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Approximately 4060 pages per week with 20-30 exercises and 48 longer problems. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: none.
FINAL EXAMINATION: not: carprehensive • TESTS
OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: 1 - length of 3-4
double-spaced typed pages. It is to be a critique of an outside art:icle in accounting or
finance chosen by the student and subject to
approval by the instructor. aI'HER CCURSE RECPIREMENTS: Have access to the Wall Street
Journal. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Tests (Which
includes the final examination) - 80%; Problems graded by the ins'tructor and the critique of an outside ar-ticle - 20%.
ACC 461 - FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATICN
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Terry L. Arndt, Ass. Prof.
CPARl'ERS TEACHING THIS COJRSE: 8. CClJRSE IS
PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 30 stu-

dents enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: IPa jors •
OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABLE: 8 per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Main emphasis
is in analyzing financial staterrents
with the primary objective of detennining the best possible estimates and predictions about future oondi tions and
perfo1llEI1ce. Specific eIY1fi1asis on accounting theory and its impact on the
preparation of financial staterrents.
ESTIMATED COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Approxinately 80 pages per
week with 10-15 exercises and 4-6 longer problems. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: none.
FINAL EXAMINATION: yes - conprehensive.
arHER TESTS OR QUIZZES: none. PAPERS :
yes - 1 - Student must critique an article in accounting or finance chosen by
the student subject to approval by the
instructor. 3-4 double-spaced typed pp.
arHER CCXJRSE REQ,JIREMENTS: Student must
have access to the Wall Street Journal.
GRADING PHII.ffiOPHY: Tests (WhiCh include
the final examination) - 80%; Papers and
critique - 20%.

ART - CRAFTS

ACR 211 - CRAMICS I
INSTRUCTOR: Linda S. Arndt
QUARTERS TEACHIN:; THIS CCURSE: All 3
and Stmtrer. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: Infornal stuho work. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - rrajors and non-rrajors. OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABIE: 8 :00-3 :00 M-F. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: To learn SOIre basic techniques of
handbuilding mix glazes and application
plus inforrration on same history and contemporary work done in clay. REQUIRED
READING: A textl::x:Jok and same rragazine
article - varies each quarter. ESTIMATED
COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
we have 3 problems to do (techniques)
that take 8 weeks to do - we read in text
when it is necessary - no set schedule.
MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes. OI'HER TESTS OR QUIZZES: no •
PAPERS: yes - cornrents on articles read
or opinions on certain lectures. arHER
caJRSE REQUIREMENTS: 3 projects, a notebook with drawings for ideas. GRADING
PHIIDSOPHY: Concerned with honest involvement - even someone with no talent can do
well. Wants notivated, interested students
Will go nore than half way if a student is
sincere. Prepare to work - class is ti.ne
constnning.
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ACR 511 - GRAIXJATE CERAMICS
INSTRUCI'OR: Lirrla S. Arndt
CUARI'ERS TEACH:rn::; '!HIS COORSE: All 3 and sumIrer.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions and studio work. APPROXIMATELY: 4-5
students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors.
OFFICE Hams AVAIlABIE: 8 : 00 - 3: 00 M-F.
TEACH:rn::; ASSISTANT I S ROlE: getting supplies,
firing kilns. MAJOR TIfr:::ME/OBJECl'IVE: Individual exploration with guidance - lots
of discussion and iIrlividual attention.
RECUIRED READ:rn::;: Ceramics - Phillips
Rawson, A Paper on Clay. ESTIMATE) COST:
$10 .00 • TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Each
student sets up a set of problems in clayfunctional or structural-and are critiqued
on their work weekly. MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO:
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. arHER
TESTS OR CUIZZES: Critiques. PAP~: one
is required - length is up to the individual.
OI'HER COORSE REepIREMEN'rs: lDts of studio
work and personal inves·tigation. GRADIN3
PHILOSOPHY: Concerned 1Nith honest involvenent and much studio work - thru quantity
and investigation cones quality.
ARI' HISTORY
AHS 459 - EXPANDED CINEMA

rnSTRUCI'OR: Dr. Dan Reeves
CUARI'ERS TEACH:rn::; THIS Ca.JRSE: Spring.
CCXJRSE IS PRlMARILY: lectures, discussions and
fibn viewing. APPROXIMI\TELY: 18 students enroll, PREDCMINANl'LY: mixed - majors and nonmajors. OFFICE HOORS A:iTAIIABLE: about 6 per
week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Examination of
the expressive, creative, aesthetic potential
of fibn, video and IlUlltirredia art forms. RECUIRED READING: Expanded Cinema - youngblood;
Real to Reel - Coynik. ESTJMATED COST: $10 •
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMEm': Weekly viewing of
fibns other than those viewed in class - approx.
one chapter of reading per week. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: Yes - corrprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR
CUIZZES: none. arHER CCURSE RECUIREMENI'S:
Project or paper. GRADING PHIIDSQPHY: Student perfonnance which derronstrates carpetency
and urrlerstanding.
BUSINESS EOOCAl'IOO AND OFFICE MMINISTRATIOO
BEOA 322 - BE3INNING SHORl'HAND 2 (2nd tenn)
INsrruCI'OR: Dr. Bruce C. Shank
ca.JRSE IS PRIMARILY: Class practice and review. APPROXIMATELY: 30 students enroll,
PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 10 per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:

Review of principles of Gregg Shorthand; review of punctuation rules;
transcribing procedures; dictation
practice and speed developrent. ESTIMATED COST: $15 .00 • TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Review lesson per day from
beginning shorthand text; outside practice materials each day. MIIJI'ERM EXAMrw.~TICN:
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: NCNE.
arHER TESTS OR CUIZZES: yes - 4 theo:ry
review tests; 5 trans. speed takes; 5
mailable copy takes; frequent dictation
takes. PAPERS: none. GRADING PHIIffioPHY:
Standards have been established by
the departrrent; grades assigned according
to these.
BEOA 337 - CAIaJIAT]N; MACHINES
INSTRUcroR: Dr. Bruce Shank
COORSE IS PRlMARILY: laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 28 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: ma jors • OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 10 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECTIVE: principles of operating electronic calculating machines; principles of
programning electronic calculator. ESTIMATED OOST: $3.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Students learn to operate 3 different types of calculators; approximately 13
class days per machine; within each unit
student progresses at own rate of speed
through assigrments. MIDl'E1M EXAMJNATICN:
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. OI'HER
TESTS OR CPIZZES: yes - 1 test per unit
(3 units). PAPERS: none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Graded according to departnental
standards.
BEOA 338 - DUPLICATING, MACHINE TRANSCRIB]N;
AND FILING

INSTRJCI'OR: Dr. Bruce C. Shank
COORSE IS PR1MARILY: lectures, discussions,
and. laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - major
and non-majors. CFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 10
hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
Principles of preparation of materials for
duplication; machine operations for duplicating; voice transcribing procedures; filing
principles and practice. ESTIMATED OOST:
Books and lab materials - $25. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: MJstly both in-class &
out-of-class laboratory work assigrurents.
MIIJI'ERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes - cnmprehensive. Ol'HER TESTS OR
C,UIZZES: 3 check-Up tests for filing unit.
PAPERS: Personal projects required or assigned projects required for duplicating
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procerlures. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: There are
6 to 7 graderl duplicating projects; 3 tUm,]
tests; 1 major duplicating test; professor's
personal evaluation of students practice work;
1 v-w test.
BEOA 490 - PRINCIPIES OF BUSINESS AND DISTRIBUTIVE EOOC'ATICN
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Maline Jones EastrPan, Prof.
CUARl'ERS TEAaIING THIS CaJRSE: Winter.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY:
Simulation or Educational gane. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enrolled, PRElXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HCORS
AVAILABIE: 3 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECrIVE: The problem of planning a cx:mplete
high school business-distributive education
program up through developing a master teaching schedule for the business education depart:rrent of a junior-senior high school. Student should gain considerable insight into the
many responsibilities of a business and/or
distributive erlucation teacher beyond merely
teaching classes. RECUIRED READING: Readings
from the text1:ook, plus regular supplementary
reading assignments fram various references
and hand-outs supplied by course instructor.
ESTIMATED COST: $10.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Textl:xx:>k and supplerrentary readings,
solutions of various problems, preparation of
various individual and group reports, preparation of written reports as the culrrrination
of the problem being considered. Generally,
a written report is required every two weeks.
MIOI'EIM EXAMINATICli!: two. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
yes. Ol'HER TESTS OR CUIZZES: none. PAPERS:
reports mentioned above. arHER CaJRSE RECUIREMENTS: Scm::!times there are field trips
to schools when they can be arranged. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Grades are based on tests,
written reports, oral reports, class participation, group participation and attendance.

etics - Gardner; Genetics Lab Investigations - Gardner; Probability & ChiSquare - Cooper; Human Genetics - Readings - M=rtens. ESTIMATED COST: $25.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading in
text - 20 pages; Programmed instruction;
Assigned problems (not handed in); Laboratory work with Maize, Drosophilia, etc.
MIDI'ER-1 EXAMINATICN: Usually 2 or 3.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not cx:mprehensive.
OI'HER TESTS OR CUIZZES: Yes - usually 2
or 3 on weeks when exams are not given.
PAPERS: none. OI'HER COORSE REQJIREMENTS:
2 written laboratory reports on experim::!ntal work with Drosophilia. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Grade is based on total points accumulated on tests, quizzes, lab reports, etc.
Final exam = 20-25% of total grade; Midtenns
and quizzes = 50%; Lab work = 25%.
BIO 312 - DE.VEI1)PMENTAL BIOU:X;Y
INSTRJCI'OR: Lee Engstrom
CUARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: 2 + 1 summer. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: ma jors • OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABLE:
2 per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: The
major physical and informational usage processes which result in one generation fonning another generation of organisms - ganetogenesis, fertilization, cleavage, gastrulation, rrorphogenesis and organogenesis - with
emphasis on developrental phenarena. rather
than anatany. RECUIRED READING: Developrent
by Berrill & Karp; I..aOOratory Studies of •••
watterson & SWeeney. ESTIMATED cx)ST: $20.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading is not
assigned, but expected as a supplenent to
lecture and laboratory. MIIJI'E~ EXAMINATICN:
yes. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not comprehensive.
aI'HER TESTS: yes - laboratory practical.
PAPERS - none. arHER CaJRSE REQJIREMENTS:
No. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Total points curved

BIOI.03Y
BIO 311 - GENETICS
INSTRUCI'OR: Th::>rnas R. Mertens
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 24 students enroll,
PRElXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HaIRS AVAILABIE: 10 per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
Basic Mendelian Genetics with emphasis on the
cytological basis of heredity, and the nature
of the genetic material, DNA. Advances in
genetics having implications for humans, human genetic engineering. Stress on laboratory
work as a means of synthesizing course subject
matter. RECUIRED READING: Principles of Gen-

BIO 453 - HUMAN GENETICS

&

THE PROBLEMS OF
MANKIND

INSTRJCI'OR: Thomas R. Mertens
CUARl'ERS TEACHING THIS CaJRSE: 4
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 24 students enrolled
PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - course has no prerequisites. OFFICE HOORS AVAIIABLE: 5 per
week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Hunan reproduction as related to transmission of hereditary traits, pedigree analysis, inheritance of polygenic traits such as IQ, genes
in populations, ethical problems created by
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advances in Hum3Il Genetics, Genetic Engineering. RECUIRED READING: Heredity & Human Affairs - Nagle; Human Genetics - Mertens. ESTIMATED COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 20 pages readinq, problem solving, pedigree analysis, audiovisuals in class. MIDTER-1 EXAMINATICN: one. FINAL EXAMINATION:
not corrprehensive. CITHER TESTS OR CUIZZES:
none. PAPERS: Studen1:s are required to write
one paper - 10 page maximum - topics on human
genetics, genetic engineering, bioethical issues related to genetics; Student may study
a trait in his own family. GRADING PHIlDSOPHY: Grade is resed on total points accumulated - 100 on Midtenn, 100 on term paper, 200
on Final.
Section 001
BIO 498 - UNDERSRAIXJATE RESEARClI
INSTRUCTOR: Peter Nash
CUARI'ERS TEACHING TIUS COORSE: All.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 3 students enroll, but
it is open to nore. PHEDCMINANTLY: mixedmajors and non-majors. OFFICE HaJRS PER WEEK:
15 • MAJOR THEME/OBJECrIVE: To develop research
techniques and basic concepts in Biology. It is
a "Hands en" type course. REQUIRED READING: None.
ESTIMATED COST: $0. ~YPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
Readings are open. lab reports are required at
end of tenn. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: none. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: none. arHER TESTS OR CUIZZES: None.
PAPERS: 1 - length of 3-5 pages, depending on
\\Qrk. GRADIN3 PHIlDSOPHY: Judged on res is of
\\Qrk perforrred; class participation and final report.

CS 441 - SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
INSTRUCTOR - CLINTC.N P. FUELLING

CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREIXMINAN'I'LY: majors. OFFICE HCXJRS AVAIIABLE:
4 per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: To
understand the resic accepted procedures
<;>f ADP systems and th apply the procedures
1n a reasonable application.
RECUIRED
READING: Systems Analysis - Sernprevivo •
ESTIMATED COST: $12.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Weekly assignrrents are text
reading and one article reading. There is
one course project. MIm'ER1 EXAMINATICNS:
1 or 2. FINAL EXAMINATICN: corrprehensive
OI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: 8
one-:-page papers. Each is a surmary and reaction to a recent ADP article. PROJECTS:
Each student must do a complete systems
study. GRADING PHIlDSOPHY: The student is
~aded on production and quality.
The grad~
~s about 50% tests, 20% reports, 25% proJect, and 5% judgerrent.
ECCNCMICS

ECCN 300/500 - NATICNAL INCXME ANALYSIS
INSTmCI'OR: Robert R. Jost
Cooru;>E IS PRIMARILY: lectures, some disCUSSlons. APPROXIMATELY: 30 students enro~led, PREDCMINANTLY: non-rnajors, sene
maJors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 10 hours
~r week. MAJOR 'l'HEME/OBJECI'IVE: (1) Natlonal, Inc<?ITE Accounting (2) Slirple InCClIe
Detenm.natlon (3) General Equilibrium Analysis (4) Inflation. REQJIRED READING:
Mac::oeco~omics
- Dernlung & McIbugall; ExCCMPUTER SCIEOCE
erClses 1n Aggregate Economic Analysis CS 331 - MACHINE I..AN3UAGE AND SYSTEMS PR03RAMMING I Ching. ESTIMATED COOT: $20.00 • TYPICAL
INSTRUCI'OR: Clinton P •Fuelling
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Text & \\Qrkbook assignCaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laboratories.
rrents; handout problems. EXAMS: 3-4 oneAPPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, P~Y:
hour exams plus the final. PAPERS: yes,
majors. OFFICE HaJRS lINAIIABLE: 4. MAJOR THEME/
1 for graduate students, length of 5-10 pp.
OBJECTIVE: The student. should gain an understanding GRADING PHIIffiQPHY: Final grade a result
of the organization of corrputers and the machine
of total grade points on 4 or 5 exams language and be able to develop and run simple as- grading is done on partial curve resis.
sembler programs. RECUIRED READIN3: Assembler
ECCN 312 - ECCNCMICS OF THE GHE'I'I'O II
Language Progranming - Struble. ESTIMATED COST:
INSTRUCI'OR: Daniel Geraci
$15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Assigrnrents
CUARl'ERS, TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Each quarter
are text material, text problems, and CClTputer
o~e sectlon.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discusprojects. There is about 30 pages to read each
Slons. APPROXIMATELY: 30 students enroll.
week and one project. MIDTERM EXAMINATIONS: 2-3.
PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - majors and non-rnajors
FINAL EXAMINATION: cornprehensive. 0l'HER TESTS
OFFICE HOORS AVAIIABIE: 10 hours per week.
OR CUIZZES: none. PAPERS: none. GRADING PHILMAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: This is an in-depth
OSOPHY: The student is graded on production and
study of the Econanics of Poverty. REQUIRED
quality. One hundred percent of the grad e is
READING: Welfare in Arrerica - Mendell· Genresed on tests, projects, and class participa_
eral Theory - Keynes; Principles of EcOntion.
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omics - Marshall ; Capital Vol. 1&2 - Marx.
ESTIMATED COOT: $25.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Weekly assignrrents consist of
readings, attending lectures, attending
speakers, conducting seminars and leading
discussion groups. MIlJI'EEM EXAMINATIONS:
yes - oral exams every class rreeting. FINAL EXAMINATION: none. PAPERS: yes - one.
PROJECI'S: Each student takes on a tenn project which he/she is to add to the state of
economic knowledge. OI'HER CDURSE RE(pIREMENl'S: Field trips are provided but not required. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Einstein deserved a CL!!?!!!
Section 001
ECON 431/531 - LABOR ECCNCHICS
INSTRUCIDR: :Ebbert R. Jost
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, sane discussions. APPROXJMATELY: 30 students enroll,
PREDCMINANTLY: non-majors, sane majors.
OFFICE HOORS AVAIlABLE: 10 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Focus is on economic problems of the wage earner; growth,
structure, and policies of labor organization; and the errployer and goverrurental
policies toward labor. REQUIRED READING:
LabJr Economics - Carter & Marshall. ESTIMATED COST: $13.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Text assignrrents plus handout
materials and reading current events. MIDTEEM EXAMINATICN: yes. PAPERS: yes, if
graduate student. CooRSE REQUIRENENTS:
Reading relevant current events concerning
Labor Econcroics. GRAD:IN3 PHILOSOPHY: Total points/partial curve.
:ECCN 485 - URBAN ECCNa1ICS
INSTRUcroR: Stanley R. Keil, Ass't. Prof.
<JJARl'ERS TEACHING THIS caJRSE: 1 - usually
spring. CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and
projects. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - majors and
non-majors. OFFICE HooRS AVAILABLE: 4 hrs.
per week.. MAIN THEME/OBJECTIVE: Main emphasis is on the problems of developing the
urban economy and financing urban public
services. Urban housm:; and poverty problems are treated in their econanic aspects.
REQUIRED READING: Econamc Principles and
Urban Problems - Bish & Kirk; Economic and
Urban Problems - Netzer; Urban, Econanic
and Public Policy - Heilbrun. ESTIMATED
COST: $20.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
100-150 pages per week including reserve
room reading. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: yes.
FJNAL EXAMlNATICN : comprehensive. OI'HER
TESTS OR <JJIZZES: none. PAPERS: 1 - ap-

proximately 15 pages in length. A
selection of topics are suggested review of articles or can design a
project that can be carried out in
Muncie. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Previously grading has been 1/3 for each
test and 1/3 for paper or project.
Most exam questions are essay.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOI.03Y
EDPSY 250 - HUMAN GRCWI'H AND DEVEIDPMENT
INSTRUcroR: Robert E • Taylor
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories and
unit testing. APPROXIMATELY: 30 students
enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE
HooRS AVAIlABLE: 10 hours per week.
TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: Assist with
unit testing & role playing, answer questions that students are afraid to ask professor. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Child
Study, learning about children and youth,
learning about self. RECUIRED READING:
Human Developnent - Perkins; Knowing v:k)rren - Castillejo. ESTIMATED COST: $13.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 45 pages reading per week., prepare for role playing,
prepare for unit testing. Points are accumulated by passing unit tests. There are
parallel tests so four opportunities to
pass each unit. MIIJI'ERM EXAMINATICN: none
FINAL EXAMINATION: COIl'prehensive. PAPERS:
8 - brief preparations for role play - child
observations. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Final
is 25%of grade. Concepts are all that have
been tested before. No surprises. Each
student works at her awn pace.
EDPSY 345 - EDUCATIONAL TESTS & MEASUREMENTE
INSTRUCIDR: Dr. Ebert L. Miller, Prof.
<JJARI'ERS TEACHING THIS caJRSE: Autumn.
CooRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and indivudual projects. APPROXIMATELY:
20 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed majors and non-majors. OFFICE HooRS AVAILABLE: approx. 16 hrs. per week.. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECTIVE: (1) Knowledge and skills
for interpretation of the results of tests
and rreasurernents (2) Basic Knowledge and
skills for developnent of evaluative rreasures. (3) Basic Knowledge and skills for
self education in this area in the future.
REQUIRED READING: Measurerrents and Evaluations - Stanley & Hopkins; Basic Statistical Concepts - Brawn, Arvos & Mink. ESTIMATED COOT: approx. $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLy ASSIGNMENT: Approximately 60 pages of
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study per week plus 4-6 hours of related exercises. MIDTERM. EXAMINATIOO: yes. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: cc::;nprehensive ~ arHER TESTS OR
QJIZZES: Yes - Statisi:ics Concepts Crnpetency Quiz - optional for credit. CXle test administered and interpreted. Project required.
arHER CClJRSE REQUIREMENTS: No - Ibwever, since
it is a one night a WeE~ course, reasonably
regular attendance is E~ted. GRADlNG PHILOSOPHY: Each test or quiz (except final) or
project is weighted thE~ sarre. The final is
weighted to equal tv.u of the other grades.
Final is nonn referencErl. Midtenn is nonn
referenced. Q.1iz (Sta1:istic Concepts) is
mastery referenced. Test administration and
any other optional pro:iects are on a nodified
contract basis.

chosen by student. ESTIMATED COST:
$3-$10, depending on choices. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Tutor 1-3
children twice a week and attend seminar 2 hours a week. Individual conferences, too. MIDTERM EXAMINATION':
scrret:i.lres • FINAL EXAMINATION: yescooprehensive, but is a practical type
exam. OI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: sorret:i.lres. PAPERS: Students must write a
diagnostic report and lesson plans.
GRADIN3 PHILOSOPHY: Grading is based
on written diagnosis, tutoring ability,
lesson preparation and performance, as
well as knowledge and application of
reading skills.
EDRDG 430 - CORRECTIVE READING IN 'IHE
CIASSR!XM

EDUCATICN: READING
EDrux; 400 - TEACHING RI!:ADlNG IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
INSTRUCI'OR: Many members of the departIrent
teach this class. QJAI~RS THIS CCX.JRSE IS
TAUGHI': Offered every quarter - several sections. COURSE IS PRlW\RILY: Modules - content and performance. APPROXIMATELY: 25-30
students enroll, PREDCNINANTLY: majors.
OFFICE HaJRS AVAIIABLE: 10 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: The skills involved
in learning to read and how to teach these
skills. REQJIRED READING: Mcrlules. ESTIMATED COST: $10.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Self-paced to scrre extent. FINAL EXAMINATICN: corrprehensive. OI'HER TESTS
OR QJIZZES: Corrpetency tests on content
areas as each student is ready. Teaching
is graded on performance part of the course.
arHER CCX.JRSE REQJIREMENTS: Teaching aids
are required with each lesson. GRADIN3
PHIIDSOPHY: All nodule scores are averaged
with sarre weight. The final exam is equal
to each nodule in the final course grade.
EDffi 430 - CORRECTIVE READING
INSTRUCI'OR: M. KAY STICKLE
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: This is a lab class
conducted with children, but lectures and
discussions are also involved. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HaJRS AVAIlABLE: 15 hours per
week, or as many as needed. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: lEarning to diagnose classrocrn
reading problems, learning to design and develop corrective-prescriptive lessons in
reading, also organizing to teach reading.
REQUIRED READING: Various materials can be

INSTRUCI'OR: Dr. Joan Williams, Prof.
CCX.JRSE IS PRIMARILY: Practicum, in public schools. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students
enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: Elerrentary & Special Ed. majors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE:
As many as needed by students. ASSISTANT'S
ROLE: Assistant is with the instructor and
students in the public school to aid in imITEd.iate individualization. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Major thrust is to "do" what has
been learned regarding pupils, ~thods ,
materials, skills, etc., in a reading instructional setting (corrective reading) .
BSU students teach pupils (p(X:)r readers) to
read more effectively and learn further useful techniques. RECPIRED READING: Often nc
textbook is used due to the nature of the
course. (When a text is used, it depends or
current availability and need.) TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Much of the t:i.lre is given toward preparation of lessons for the elerrentary pupils. Each BSU student prepares
about 14 lessons during the quarter, tv.u of
which are diagnostic. MIDI'ER-i EXAMINATION':
none. FINAL EXAMINATION: sorret:i.lres. OI'HEF
TESTS OR QJIZZES: none. PAPERS: Sorre kinil
of surrrnary of the diagnostic and the instructional work with the pupils is needed. It
may be in checklist format or may be paper.
OI'HER COORSE RECPIREMENI'S: Further acquaintance with the human aspect of teaching - learning and further acquaintance with
rrethods, materials, skills, etc. Much, but
not all, of this is done in class together.
GRADIN3 PHILOSOPHY: Main i ten considered is
planning - teaching lessons; feedback is
given constantly so that student has awareness of "grade" at any t:i.lre and can have
aid if he or she desires. (Other items
listed above add smaller part.)
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EOOCATICN:

SECCNDMY

EDSEC 465 - S'lUDENT TEACH:nK;
INSTRJCI'QR: JOM P. Strouse
APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: najors. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
Cbservation, participation and practice in
the teaching art. RECUIRED READ:nK;: none.
COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGN-1ENT: Student teachers nomally teach 4 hrs per day.
MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO: none. FINAL EXAMINATIOO: none. ornER TESTS OR CUIZZES: none.
PAPERS: Students are required to write 1
paper - a log of their activities - approxinately 5 pages long. arHER CCURSE REQUIREMENTS: successful completion. GRAD1N3 PHILOSOPHY: Grade is result of subjective judgerrent of public school supervisor and university supervisor.
(EDSEC 465 is a 4 hour course and EDSEC 460
and 462 are 5 hour courses. Otherwise, they
are the saIre.

FOREIGN IANGUAGE
FL 310 - LINGUISTICS AND THE LANGUAGE
TEACHER
INSTRJCTOR: Dimitri Sotiropoulos
CUARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Winter.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXJMATELY: 15 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - najors and
non-majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABLE: 5
hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
Gives tile language student some basic insights into how linguistics can help in
the nastery of languages. RECUIRED READING: A Linguistic Guide to Language Learning - by W. G. Moulton. ESTJMATED COST:
$3 .50 • TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 10
pages of reading. MIDl'EIM EXAMINATIOO :no
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not comprehensive.
ornER TESTS OR CUIZZES: none. PAPERS:
none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Liberal.
GECGRAPHY

EDSOC 465 - S'lUDENT TEACHIN3 - SE.CaIDARY
SCHOOL
INSTRJCTOR: Royal J. Morsey
CUARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Fall, Winter,
& Spring.
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories
APPROXJMATELY: 24 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: najors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABLE:
10 hours per week, and by appointnent. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: The course is required
for a teaching license. The student enrolled for 14 credits (10 weeks) will be expected to teach a min:iJm.nn of 25~ hours in
each of four classes for a total of 102 hrs.
of teaching and observe a minimum of 14 hrs.
for a total of 56 hours. Students are also
expected to participate in extra-class, school
and carnunity activi ties of teachers. RECUIRED READ1N3: none. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Students develop lesson plans, teach
classes, etc., in the high schools to which
they are assigned. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none.
MIDTERM EXAMINATIOO: none. arHER TESTS OR
CUIZZES: NONE. PAPERS: Students will be
asked to develop unit and daily lesson plans.
GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: The grade is determined
by the high school supervisor after consultation with the universi ty supervisor. It is
based on the student's progress in developing teaching skills. There are no fornal
examinations.
FOREIGN IANGUAGE

GECG 421 - URBAN GECGRAPHY
INSTRJCTOR: Meeka Schoen
CClJRSE IS PRJMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPIDXJMATELY: 20 students enroll,
PREIXMINANTLY: mixed - najors and nonnajors. OFFICE HCURS AVAILABLE: As ilany
as necessary. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: The
geographical background in the patterns of
urban developrent. RECUIRED READING:
Spatial Foundations of Urbanism - Dean S.
Rugg. ESTJMATED COST: $4-6. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: No specifically designed
weekly assignments. Readings will be related to topics taken up in class. MID'I'Em EXAMINATIOOS: ThD. FINAL EXAMINATICN
comprehensive; ornER TESTS OR CUIZZES: no
PAPERS: 1 - Paper related to topics in
special area of interest of individual student within the field of unbanization (e.g.
historical processes, social problems.)
Approximate length; 10-15 pages. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: Grades are given on the tests
and paper. No curve. Midtenn and finals60%, Paper-40%.

GEOIffiY

GEOL 308 - INVERI'EBRATE PAI.E:CNTQIa;Y I
INSTRUCTOR: R. William Orr
CCURSE IS PRJMARILY: lectures and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enrolled, PREDCMlNANTLY: mixed - najors and
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non-najors. OFFICE HaIRS AVAIIABLE: as
m:my as needed. TEACHL~ ASSISTANT'S ROLE:
laroratory assistant, grading. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECI'IVE: Study of fossil invertebrates,
protista through Brachiopodias. FossiliEation and preservation of organisms. Errphasis
on camon fossil types of the midwestern
United States. RECPIRED READING: No required
text. ESTIMATED COST: $0 . MAJOR THEME/OBJECrIVE: One laroratory assignm:mt and three
lecture/discussion hours per week. MID'I'E:m
EXA">1INATICNS: 1:Y.U. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not
canprehensive. arHER'TESTS OR CUIZZES: midtenn and lab final. PlI.PERS: none. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: Three lect.ure exams of equal value, 2 lab exams of equal value, 8 laroratory
exercises. Lecture exams valued at Approximately 60%, lab exams and exercises at Approximately 40%.
GEOL 405 - STRATIGRAPHY
INSTruCI'OR: R. William Orr
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, laroratories
and field trips. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students
enroll, PRElXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HaIRS
AVAILABLE: As m:my as needed. 'lEACHIOO ASSISTANT 's ROLE: Grading, lab preparations.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECrIVE: Principles, narenclature, and practices of stratigraphy. '!he genesis and history of stratified rocks, sedimentation, induration, weathering, and rrethods of
correlation. RECPIRED READING: Stratigraphy
& Life History - Kay and Colbert.
ESTIMATED
COST: $16.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 1
lab exercise or field 1:rip; 30 pages of reading. MIIJI'ERvl EXAMINATION: 2 - 3 • FINAL EXAMINATION: Not CX)f[prehensive. arHER TESTS OR
CUIZZES: 2-3 laroratory quizzes. PAPERS: no
OI'HER COORSE RECPIREMENTS: Field trips on
1-3 weekends. GRADIOO PHILCSOPHY: Grade
based on exams, quizzes, field trip re:ports,
lab exercises.
HIS'IDRY
HIST 338 - AMERICAN URBAN HIS'IDRY
rnSTruCI'OR: Dwight W. Hoover
CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enrolled,
PREIXM1NANTLY: mixed·- majors and non-majors.
OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABLE: 8 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: The major there is
the urbanization of Am:rrica with sub-themes
of the roots of contemporary urban problems
and of the historic origins of cities of
History. RECUIRED READING: Arrerican Urban
History - Alexander Callow; A History of

Urban America - Charles N. Glaab &
Theodore Brown. ESTIMATED COST: $10$15. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 120
pages per week. MIIJI'ER-i EXAMrnATION: one
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not canprehensive.
OI'HER TESTS OR CUIZ ZES : none. PAPERS :
1 - The pappx is a research paper on a
topic in Urban History and preferably in
local history. Approximately 15-20 pages
in length. GRADIOO PHIIJJSOPHY: There is
no curve in the class. Each student's v.Drk
is judged on its own rrerit.. Each test and
the paper count as one-third of the grade.
HIST 403 - RISE OF NATICNALISM. IN US
1789-1824
INSTruCI'OR: William G. Eidson
CUARI'ERS TEACHrnG THIS CClJRSE: Spring &
Surrmer. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectlrres .
APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HooRS AVAILABLE: 5 hrs. per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Course stresses origins of the
party system, westward expansion, diplomatic problems, and growth of nationalism
and sectionalism. RECUIRED READrnG: Federalist Era - Miller; DEm:x::ratic Republic~lser; Growth of Nationalism - Dangerfield. ESTIMATED ooST: ? TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Approximately 100 pages of
reading each week. FINAL EXAMINATICN: comprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR CUIZZES: There
are 1:Y.U examinations plus the final. PAPERS: one, 10-15 pages. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: The 1:Y.U exams count 100 :points each,
the research paper is 100 :points, and the
final examination is 150 :points. Students
are primarily judged on the basis of examination and papers only. However, this instructor reserves the right to help a student's grade if that person has done particularly well in class discussions.
HIST 428 - THE CARIBBEAN
rnSTIUCI'OR: Merrill Rippy
CUARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CClJRSE: Spring i 77
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions and colloquium. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enrolled, PRE:I:>a1lNANTLY: non-majors. OFFICE
Hams AVAIIABLE: 5 hours per week. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECI'IVE: The economic-:political
history of the 20th century Caribbean area,
with emphasis on the a.lban revolution and
Castro's attack on imperialism and colonialism. The technique of acquiring information is emphasized as well as "facts".
RECUIRED READrnG: Each student studies 3
books on a selected topic , analyzes the
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bcxJk and the author through bcxJk reviews.
All bcxJks are library l:x)()ks. ESTIMATED
COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
The number of pages v.ould depend on the
bcxJk, but probably rrost of the bcxJkds run
about 300 pages and the reviews 2 pages.
The average reading would be about 100
pages per week. MIDI'ER>1 EXAMINATICN: no
FINAL EXAMINATICN: no. arHER TESTS OR
CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: 3 - 2 pages on
each book, plus notes on book and review.
Each book must result III a set of full
notes on the reading; the same is true of
the articles. A short paper is written on
the basis of the notes. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
Grades are on written \<.nrk only and the criteria are corrpleteness of research, correctness in use of form, and skill in presentation in writing of the paper.
HIST 445 - HISTORICX3RAPHY
rnSTIUCTOR: Merrill Rippy
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Winter' 76-77 •
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions and colloquium. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enroll,
PREIXMmANTLY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAILABLE: 5 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: The major historiims and major concepts
of historical knowledge connected with these
historians and their v.o:cks. RECPlRED READING:
Historians Handbook - Gray; Students Guide to
History - Benjamin; 3 aJ:ticles on historians
fran journals. ESTIMAT1~D COST: $5.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENr: Gray And Benjamin are
read and analyzed first and then each student
will read three articles on major topics in
historiography from irntx)rtant journals. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: no. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
comprehensive. arHER T1~STS OR CPIZZES: yesshort quizzes over the 1:wo books. PAPERS:
3, about 5 pages each. The papers are notes
over the article read and a comprehensive analysis of the articles from the notes taken.
GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Grades are based on wri tten work only, primarily the papers and the
final exam.
HIST 478 - BRITISH CCM-lMVEALTH
INSTRUCTOR: John J. Schroeder
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions.
APPROXIMATELY: 15-20 s1:udents enroll, PREIXMINAN'l'LY: mixed - majors and non-majors. OFFICE
HCXJRS AVAILABLE: 5 hours per week. MAJOR THEME
OBJECTIVE: Survey of the camonweal th - canada
Australia, South Africa, India, etc. RECPlRED'
READING: none. ESTIMA'l'ED COST: $0. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Students pick a particular
country and read on it on a quarterly basis

MIDl'E:m EXAMINllTICN:

yes. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not comprehensive. arHER TESTS
OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: Sorret.imes
oral reports - sorretirnes papers. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: Midterm - 40%; Final - 40%;
Oral report or paper - 20%.
HCME ECONCMICS: EIUCATICN
RED 498 - PRACI'IaJM WITH A RETAIL STORE
INSTruCTOR: Mrs • Shirley Adams, Ass' t. Prf,

CPARTERS TEACHING THIS CCXJRSE: every quarter. CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: work experience
in store. APproXIMATELY: 6 students enroll ,PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HaJRS
AVAIIABLE: 20 hours per week. TEACHING
ASSISTANT'S roLE: Supervisor in the store.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Understanding of
a retail operation, responsibilities of
managenent, opportunities in the field,
finning up career objectives. RECPlRED
READING: none. COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Approximately 4 hours per day
of on-the-job training, seeking as many
varied experiences as are possible. MIDlliIM EXAMINATICN: no. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
no. arHER TESTS OR epIZZES: none. PAPERS :
yes - 1. Approximately 10 pages in length
on whatever related topic the student feels
she needs rrore knOW'ledge about. arHER
CXXJRSE RECPlREMENTS: Bi-weekly progress
rep:>rts. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Based mainly
on recorrm:mdation of store supervisor as
he or she evaluates student's daily performance and achieverrents in the areas of
enthusiasm, quality or v.ork, initiative,
responsibilty, maturity, leadership, decisi<;m4I1aking, attendance and punctuality,
pol~e, dependability, and ability to cannnnllcate.
HCME OCCNCMICS: FOODS AND NUTRITICN
HFN 340 - NUTRITICN & DIEI'EI'ICS I
INSTIUCTOR: Judith L. B. Roepke
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APproxIMATELY: 30 or rrore students enroll, PREDCMINAN'I'LY: mixed - majors and non-majors.
OFFICE HCXJRS AVAILABLE: Approximately 4
oours per ~ek. MAJOR THEME/OBJOCTIVE:
The role of nutrition in health and in life
cycle, functions of nutrients and an understanding of the variety and ccnp::>nents of
a ~ll-balanced diet. RECPlRED READING:
Nu~ition & Physical Fitness - Bogert,
BrlggS & Collonay. ESTIMATED COST: $10.
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TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMEm': Approximately 40
pages .in the text, arrl weekly professional
articles review. MIDTE~ EXAMINATION: yes.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not: canprehensive. OI'HER
TEsrS OR QUIZZES: Approximately; 1 per week.
PAPERS: Surrmary and conment of article rrentioned arove. OI'HER CXJJRSE :RE(UIREMENTS:
Evaluation of own food .intake. GRADING PHILCl30PHY: Approximately; ~ Midtenn; ~ Final;
one-sixth readings; one-sixth projects and
~ weekly quizzes.
HFN 360 - QUANTITY FCX:)I) ProOOcrION
INSTRJCTOR: Helen M. Smith
CXXJRSE IS PRn1ARILY: lectures and 1aroratories. APPROXlMATELY: 20 students enrolled,
PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE Hams AVAILABLE: open. MAJOR THEME/OBJ:E.CI'IVE: The
pr.incip1es of cook.ing nethods used in quantity food production are taught in lecture
with practical app1icat~ion provided through
experiences .in the d.injng service on campus.
REQJIRED READING: Quantity Food ProductionKotchavar. EsrIMATED COST: $15.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Chapters for an assigned area are read over a 2-week period.
lab reports due each week. A log book for
the quarter is kept. MIDI'ERM EXAMINATICN':
yes - one. FINAL EXAMJNATICN': canprehansive. OI'HER TEsrS OR CPIZZES: Yes - short
quizzes over reading assignments. PAPERS:
none. GRADIN:; PHIIDSOPHY: 50% examinations and 50% written w:>rk.
HFN 441 - DIET AND DISEASE
INSTRUCTOR: Helen M. Smith
COURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY:
majors.
OFFICE HCXJRS PER WEEK: open.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE: Einphasis is placed
on the nutritional aspects of diets used
in differnet diseases with the practical
application of writing diets for diseases.
REQJIRED READING: Diet~ and Disease - Robinson. ESTlMATED COST: $15.00 • TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Lab reports due every
two weeks. Chapter reading assignments
average 30 pages a week. MIDI'E~ EXAMINATIOO: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
canprehensive. OI'HER'IESTS OR QUIZZES:
Yes - each week over reading assignments.
PAPERS: none. OI'HER CWRSE REQUIREMENTS:
Students will visit the hospital and a
nursing hone. GRADING PHTI..OSOPHY: 50%
examinations - 50% writ~ten assignments.

HeME ECCNCMICS: Ha1E AND FAMILY
HHF 360 - CHIID DEVELOPMENT
INSTRJCTOR: Helen M. Srni th
QUARIERS TEACHING THIS CCXJRSE
3•
CCXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laboratories. APPROXlMATELY: 30 students
enroll, PREJ:Xl.1INANTLY: mixed - majors
and non-rnajors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAILABLE:
open. MAJOR THEME/OBJ:E.CI'IVE: The rrotor,
social, E!TOtional and intellectual deve1oprent of the preschool ahild. REQUIRED
READINGS: Undecided. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 50 pages in text. Planning participation and/or observations. MIDI'E~
EXAMINATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
canprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR QUIZZES: YESEACH WEEK. PAPERS: none. OI'HER CCURSE RECPIREMENTS: Nursery School observations
and participation in Burris kindergarten.
GRADING PHTI..OSOPHY: 50% examinations and
50% written assignrrents.

Ha1E

~CMICS:

TEXTILES AND CLOI'HING

HTC 300 - DESIGN THR:XJGH FIAT PATTERN
INSTRUCTOR: Mrs • Shirley AdamS, Ass 't. Prof,
QUARIERS TEACHING THIS CXXJRSE: Spring, and
sane s\.lITll'ers. CXXJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions and laboratories. APproxIMATELY: 15-20 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE:
10 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE:
Design, pattern making, fit, alterations,
refine oonstruction techniques and procedures. REQUIRED READING: Design 'Ihrough
Flat Pattern - Kopp, Ro1fo, Ze1in. ESTIMATED
(x)sT: $12.50. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSICN-ffiNT:
Daily lab \\lOrk covering about 10 pages of
problans first part of the quarter •. Rest
of the tine is devoted to designing a garrrent, making the pattern, and making a garrrent from it. MIIYl'ERM EXAMINATICN: yesone. FINAL EXAMINATION: canprehensive.
OI'HER TESTS OR QUIZZES: none.
PAPERS: none.
OI'HER CXXJRSE REQUIREMENTS: Design notebook,
daily pattern exercises. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
60% on final project - 40% on exercises and
tests.

INOOSTRIAL ARI'S
!ED 364 - INOOSTRIAL ARI'S FOR ELEMENTARY

INSTIUCTOR:

Janes John Kirkwood

GRADES
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WARI'ERS TEA-QUNG THIS CUJRSE: All.
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories. APPIDXIMATELY: 24 students enrollErl, PREIXl..fINANTLY: Elarentary Ed. majors. CFFlCE
HOORS AVAILABlE: 20 hours per week.. MAJOR
TlID>1E/OBJECI'IVE: The e:larentary ma.jors will
gain an understanding of h:Jw to use manipulative experiences in the elementary classroom
to stimulate verbal learning. REWIRED READllJG: How to fX> ••• Kirkw::x:xi & South. ESTIMATED CDST: $3.85. TYPIC1\L WEEKLY READING:
About 10 pages or nore are required. Usually
2 observation reports are required. MIDI'EIM
EXAMINATION: none. FTI-JAL EXAMINATICN: none.
arw~ TESTS OR WIZZES:
yes - reading checks.
PAPERS: yes - one paper - alx>ut 4 pages in
leng.th. 'lbpic: Unit of instruction, or sim~lar • OI'HER cnJRSE REQJlREMENI'S:
3-4 proJects. GRADJNG PHIWSOPHY: C -= Student did
the ~rk and participated in class. B = Arove, + did a go:xi job and was interested.
A = Above, + all work was done in an outstanding manner, ratErl subjectively.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
LIB 422 - AUDIO-VISUAL M1\TERIAIS
QJARl'ERS TEACHING THIS (X)JRSE: Autumn, Winter
and first sumner. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: Lectures and discussions, and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY
rnixErl - majors and non-majors. OFFICE HaJRS
AVAIIABLE: Professor-5 hrs., LaOOratory staff40 hrs. IABORATORY ASSISTANT I S IDLE: Assist
in laboratory activi ties. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Production and utilization of various
types or library and instructional media. Students will have laboratory experience in various
rrounting, laminating, lettering, oolor and black
& white transpare>ncy - making techniques and operation of audio-visual equiprent. REQJlRED
READllJG: r;reating Instructional Materials Robert V. Bulloughi PrOjectionists I Prograrrne:1
Primer - George T. Yeamans. ESTIMATED COST:
$11.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Lettering ~ dry rrounting, laminating, transparency
makll1g, construction of a bulletin l:oard or
display, operation of AV I~iprent. MIDI'EIM
EXAMINATION: yes - one. FJNAL EXAMINATICN:
not CClItprehensive. PAPERS: none. GRADING
PHI:U;X:>0PI!Y: F~l grade is determined by the
canbmation of his/her performances in examinations, creativities and qualities of various
productions, and active class and laboratory
participations.

MARKETJNG
MKT 334 - SELLING AND SAIES MANAGEMENT
CUJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPIDXIMATELY: 20-30 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: ma jors •
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Involves a study
of selling principles; The role of selling in the marketing function; The major
activities of managing a sales force including hiring, training, compensating,
rrotivating, and evaluating; and sales
planning and analysis. RECUlRED READllJG:
Management of the Sales Force - Stanton
& Buskirk; Principles of Salesmanship Irwin Co. Plaid Series; and Nurrerous library periodicals. ESTIMATED COST: $10$15. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 100 pages of reading. FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes
{whether is canprehensive or not depends
on the instructor}. arHER TESTS OR WIZZES:
Nonnally 3-5 oourse exams. PAPERS: yesNJrmally, one, but serre instructors may
require tv.o. {I} SUrnnary report of one
day each student is asked to spend with a
salesperson. (2) SUrnnary of i!1terview with
a sales manager. arHER COURSE REQJlREMENTS:
Group class presentation, outside readings,
and case problems. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: depends upon instructor.
FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT
M3T 488 - OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND CCNTROL
INSTRUCI'OR: Martha F. Hill
QJARl'ERS TEACHING THIS COORSE: All.
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPIDXIMATELY: 35 students enrolled, PREro-1:INANTLY: MAJORS. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABLE:
10 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
The mcmagerrent of the business office as
a a producing unit and the relation of the
office routine to managerial control of the
several other departments of a business
through records, reports, and budgets.
RECUIRED READING: Articles fran list of
magazines. MJDl'Em EXAMINATICNS: 3 exams
during quarter. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not
cornprehensive. PAPERS: 1 - one page paper.
OI'HER COORSE REWlREMENTS: cases. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: 'lbtal Accum of points on
papers, cases, and exams.
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MATHEMATICS
~

161-162 - APPLIED CALCULUS I
INSTlUCI'OR: Earl H. McKinney
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll; PREDCMI1:ilANTLY: - non;najors.
OFFICE HOORS
AVAILABLE: 10 hours per week. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Student should gain
an un.derstarrling of the calculus operations and their application to selected
problems. REQ1IRED READIOO: The Brief
calculus - ShJckley. ESTIMATED COST:
$15.00 (new). TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
Gover approximately one section per class
with approximately 15 exercises per class
zreeting. EXAMINATICNS: 3 or 4. FINAL
EXAMINATICN: a:>rrprehensive. Q1IZZES:
Occasional annDlIDced qui.zzes. PAPERS:
None. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Each of 3 or
4 hour exams carry a weight of one. Final carries a \\leight of t:wo. CUizzes (total) carries a \\leight of one.
MATH 322 - S~TISTICS 2
INSTRUCIDR: Dr. Mir M. Ali
Q1ARTERS TF..ACHTh[; THIS COORSE: Spring and
Fall. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 10-15 students enroll, PREDCMINANI'LY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABLE: 5
HOORS per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: 'Ibis
is a continuation of Math 321 and consists
mainly of statistical testing procedures.
'Ibis course will make the students familiar
with the aspect of statistical tests and
\\Quld also enable them -to canplete the probabili ty and statistics sequence. REQUIRED
READIN3: Introduction to Mathematical Statistics - Hoel. ESTIMATED COST: $10.00.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSI~: 20-30 pa.ges of
reading and 20-25 problems. MIm'ERM EXAMINATION: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATON: canprehensive. CYIHER TESTS OR CPIZZES: 'l\oJo
IlOre tests in addition to the midtenn and
final exam. PAPERS: none. GRADlliG PHIIDSOPHY: Midtenn and the other two tests 20% each; Final - 30%; and Homework - 10%.
MUSICAL PERFORMAOCE

msPE

431 - SMALL ENSEMBLE (BRASS CPINTET)
INSTRUCTOR: J. lesley Varner
QUARl'ERS TEJ.\OlTh[; THIS caJRSE: Autunm, winter arrl Spring. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: Musical ensemble. APPROXINATELY: 20 students
enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: ma jors • OFFICE

HOORS AVAIIABIE: 1 hour per week.
TEACHIN; ASSISTANI"S ROIE: Organizational detail, library assistance, etc.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE: The primary
thrust will be performance of the chamber brass repertoire in concerts on and
off campus. REQUIRED READING: none.
COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
2-3 hours group rehearsal and individual practice as required by the music
selected. MIDTERM EXAMINATION: none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. TESTS OR
Q1IZZES: none. PAPERS: none. OI'HER
caJRSE REQUIREMENTS: Public perfonnance. GRADIOO PHILOSOPHY: Grade is
based utOn rehearsal attendance, outside
preparation and quality of public performance.
MUSPE 438 - OPERA IDRKSHOP
INSTRIJCI'OR: JOM Campbell
CPARI'ERS TEl\CHIOO THIS CaJRSE: Fall,
Winter, Spring and SUllII'er. caJRSE IS
PRIMARILY: Reading opera scores. APPROXIMATELY: 5 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIlABLE:
none. MAJOR THEME/OBJECl'IVE: Fall, Spring,
and Sl..mIrer - reading opera scores. Winterassistance in performance of an opera fully
staged - orchestra, etc. ~IRED READIOO:
NCNE. COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Fall, Spring & S1..lI'l1Ier - reading of
scores. Winter - merrorizing role - or set
construction, make-up, etc. MIDTERM EXJ.\MINATIOO: none. FINAL EXAMINATION: none.
OI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS:
none. GRADIN:; PHIIDSOPHY: improverrent.
MUSPE 438 - MADRIGAL SnaRS (Sec. 1)
INSTlUCl'OR: Dr. wm. Wakeland
CUARI'ERS TEACHIOO THIS CClJRSE: Fall, winter arrl Spring. CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: ChoraJ
rehearsal. APPROXIMATELY: 23 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed - majors and
non-;rajors. OFFICE HooRS AVA.ILABLE: 3 hrs,
per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: We will
prepare three choral concerts per year incluting the very colorful and elegan Madrigal Christnas dinner series. RECPIRED READIN:;:
none. COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSI~:
No reading, just learning of
musical parts. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. 0l'HER TESTS OR
CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: none. aI'HER
caJRSE REc;pIREMENTS: learn own musical
part; Required atterrlance for programs given by this group. GRADIOO PHILOSOPHY:
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Grades are detennined by attendance and
learning irrlivudual parts.
SCHOOL CF MUSIC
MUSCH 350 - CCNCERI' CHOIR
rnSTRUCToR: Dr. Phillip S. Ewart
QUARI'ERS TEACHIN3 THIS CaJRSE: All.
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: Rehearsal. APROXIMATELY: 50 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: ma jors • OFFICE HClJRS AVAIlABLE: whenever needed. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: Assistant Director. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
Knowledge of Choral Literature, Performance
Styles, rehearsal technique and concel.t experience. REQUIRED READING: none. COST: $0
MIDTER-i EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATION: none. 01'HER TES~rS OR QUIZZES: none.
PAPERS: none. CYl'HER C<XJRSE REQUIREMENTS:
Scme menorization of music. GRADING PHILC:SOPHY: Attendance, Attib.lCle, and Ability to
adapt to the ensemble.
MUSCH 350 - OPERA. CHOruS (Sec. 2)
INSTRUCI'OR: John Campbell
QUARl'ERS TEACH:rn::; THIS COORSE: Fall, Winter,
and Spring. CCDRSE IS PRIMARILY: RehearsalPerfonnance. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed. OFFICE HOORS
AVAILABLE: 1 hour per week. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: Chorus master or coach. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Fall - sight reading of
scores (irrproverrent guarunteed!), Winter performance of an opera.-fully staged- orchestra, Spring - sight reading. REQUIRED
READrnG: none. COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Winter quarter will require rremorization of the chorus part.s. About 12 night
rehearsals. MIDTERM EY.J\MmATICNS: none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: oot OC>I'rprehensive. 0l'HER
TESTS OR QUIZZES: yes - sight reading entry
test. PAPERS: none. arHER CaJRSE REQUIREMENTS: Not required - only offered. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: Spring and fall - irrproverrent.
Winter - mercory, voice J acting in perfonnance
and also atterrl.ance.
MUSCH 351 - CHORAL UNION
rnSTRUCl'OR: Dr. Phillip S. Ewart
QUARl'ERS TEACHIN3 THIS CCDRSE: All. CCURSE
IS PRIMARILY: Rehearsal. APPROXIMATELY: 90
students enroll, PREIXl.uNANTLY: mixed. cFFlCE
HOORS AVAIIABLE: when needed. TEACH:rn::; ASSISTT.ANI" S ROLE: Assistan·t Director. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECTIVE: Rehearsal ani Perforrrance of larger
choral works, such as Harrlel' s M::ssiah. REQUIRED

READIN3: Musical Scores (title varies
each quarter). ESTIMATED COST: Under
$5 .00 • MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. OIHER TESTS OR
QUIZZES: none. PAPERS: none. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY: attendance.

NURSlll'i
NUR 310 - MATERNAL-cHIID NURSING I
INSTRUCTOR: Cera M. Wantz
QUARI'ERS TEACHnK3 THIS CCVRSE: Fall and
Spring. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures,
discussions, laboratories and modules.
APPROXIMATELY: 80 students enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HooRS AVAILABLE: approximately 6 per week. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Maternal--child NursingEmphasis on the "family" and their responsibilities in society and the normal care
for pregnancy - labor & delivery - basic
nursing skills. REQUIRED READING: Maternity Nursing - Fitzpatrick; Fun.da.Irentals
of Nursing - Fuerst & Wolfe; Nursing of
Children - Waechter; Pharmacology - Bergersen. ESTIMATED COST: Arotmd $50.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENI': Readings = 100-150
pages; laboratory - 12 hours per week; A.V.
material average 3-4 hours per week. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATION: not CClItprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR
QUIZZES: yes - weekly quizzes. PAPERS: yes,
students must write 2 papers, approximately
(1) 5-6 pages (2) 2 pages. 'lbpics; "The Family" and "Newborn Appraisal". arHER CCURSE
REQUIREMENTS: Part of lab hours are spent in
Coomunity agencies. GRADrnG PHILOSOPHY: Final - 35%; Midterm - 30%; Quizzes - 30%; Papers - 5%. Must have a satisfactory laboratory
evaluation to pass the course.
NUR 310-311 - MATERNAL-cHIID NURSrnG I & II
rnSTRUCI'OR: Carolyn SUe Caldwell (along with
several other instructors)
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, laboratories
and seminars. APPROXIMATELY: 80 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: ma jors . (Students are
divided into sections - 10 to a section) . OFFICE HOORS AVAIIABLE: 5 hours per week, plus
planned conferences. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S
ROLE: Assistant prof in lal::oratory experience
MAJOR THEME/OBJEcr lVE: A family centered approach to Maternal-Child Nursing. REQ1IRED
READIN3: Maternity Nursing - Fitzpatrick;
Pediatric Nursing - Marlow; Pharmacology in
Nursing - Bergerson; Taber's Medical Diction-
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ary - Taber. ESTIMATED CCS'l': $50.00.
MID'IERM EXNfiNATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN: not carprehensive. 0lHER 'rESTS OR CUIZZES: yes - one quiz per
week. PAPERS: yes - 3. length - 200400 words each. aIHER CCORSE RE<PIREMENl'S:
Students observe in cxxmn.m.ity agencies.
NUR 401 - ISSUES IN NURSIN3

INSTIUCl'OR: Joanne Guen:Uing
COARl'ERS TEACHIN; 'IBIS CClJRSE: AutUlTll, Winter ani Spring. COORSE IS PRlMARILY: Irxleperrlent study. APPROXIMATELY: 2-7 students
enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors (must be) •
CFFICE Hams AVAIIABLE: As needed. MAJOR
'IHEME/0BJ.ECrIVE: Issues current in nursing
of interest to the student for an in depth
in:ieperrlent but guided study. mx;pIRED READIN;: none. COST: $0. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN:
none. FINAL EKJItUNATIOO: none. TESTS OR
COIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - one. Terabian - source for format. CONTEm' ani TOPICup to student. GRADIN3 PHIIa30PHY: Total
grade On quality of paper, effort involved
in gaining resource material for it, grammatical construction, etc.

NUR 410 - PSYOUATRIC NURSnG-MENTAL HFAL'IB
INSTRJCTOR: Coralyn Stults

COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and laOOratories. S'lUDENTS ARE PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIABLE: 4 hrs.
per week. MAJOR 'IHEME/OBJECTIVE: (1) Psychiatric Nursing (2) Mental Health (3) Hunan Behavior. REQUIRED RFADIN3S: Psychiatric Nursing in Hospital and catmunity - Lazare; Psychiatry in Primary Care - Cadoret;
and ntlI'CerOus pericrlicals. ESTIMATED ca:;T:
$22.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGM!!NT: 20 pages reading minimally per week; care plans
and interactional analysis 3 tines for quarter; 3 small papers and 1 class presentation.
MID'l'EIM EXAMINATICN: yes - one. FINAL E;XAMINATICN: CC1tprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR
COIZZES: one for quarter. PAPERS: 3 of
them - :L page each. OTHER COORSE REU}IREMENTS: Clinical performance must be satisfactory. GRADIN:; PHII£6OPHY: Midterm - 25%;
Final - 25%; Remainder of grade based on papers, presentation, etc.
NUR 415 - F1V-1ILY AND CGMJNITY NURSIJ.\l;

INSTRJCl'OR: F. IDuise Prage
CUARl'ERS TEACHIN:; THIS CClJRSE: every. COORSE
IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 40 stooents enroll, PRE:DCMI:NANTLY: majors. CFFICE Hams
AVAILABLE: 5 per week plus appointrrents.

MAJOR THEME/~IVE:

'!his oourse helps
tie the nany facets of nursing together.
RE<JJIRID READIN3: Text and supplenentary
reading. ESTIMATED ca:;T: $15.00 • MIDTEa1 EXAMINATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN: c::::arprehensive. 0l'HER TESTS
OR CUIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - 4 of
them, approximately 1-6 pages long. Consist of diagnosis papers and process recording. 0l'HER CClJRSE REQJIm1ENTS: Trip
to irrlustry; day with scOOol nurse; teaching a health subject to lay people. GRADIN:; PHIIffiOPHY: Midtenn - 15%; Final - 25%;
Teaching - 15%; Process Recording - 10%;
Family Study - 15%; Diagnosis Paper and
Drug cards - 10%; Care Plans - 10%.
NOR 415 - FAMILY & roMJNITY WRS]N;
INSTRJcroR: Sara Ingold
NURSIN; 415 IS <PEN CNLY TO SENIOR S'lUDENl'S

IN NURSlN3.

POLITICAL SCIEN::E
POLS 401 - INTERNSHIPS IN AMERICAN ~
(STATE rmISIMURE)
INSTrucroR: Robert T. Perry
CPARl'ERS TEAaIING THIS a::xJRSE: Winter ani
Spring. CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: Field experience. APPROXIMATELY: 15-20 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed. CFFICE Hams
AVAIIABLE: 8 oours per week. MAJOR THEME/
OOOECTIVE: '!his program provides an opportunity for stooents to gain experience by
working in staff-type positions with the
General Asserbly. As a result, students can
gain an appreciation of the state legislatlbre
systan fran both a practical and academic
orientation. REQ,JIRED READlN3: Texts vary
fran year to year. ESTIMATED ca:;T: . $10.00
'ffPlCAL WEEKLY ASSIe»mNT: Day to day work
assigrments are made by legislative staff.
Academic assignrrents inclooe sate reading
and research projects. M1D'I'ElM EXAMINATICN:
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: cx:uprehensive.
0l'HBR TESTS OR epIZZES: none. PAPERS: cne.
Paper topics are selected according to legislator needs, stooent interest and available
resources. 01'HER COORSE REQJIREMENI'S: Perfonnance of assigned tasks by legislative
staff • GRAD~ PHILOSOPHY: Grades are as~igned on the basis staff evaluation of dayto-day work, written assigrments and oral
examination.
Section 002
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POLS 495 - CQMJNIST CHJNA rn mRI.D AFFAIRS
rnsTIUcroR: Dr. Teh-Knang Cllang
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CaJRSE: Spring and
SUrnrer. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and
discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 15 stments
enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed. OFFICE HClJRS
AVAIIABLE: 5 hours per week, plus individual appointnents, without limitation. MlIJOR
THEME/O~IVE:
Cannunist China's current
Foreign Policy and its relationship with
other colUltries. Particularly with U.S.
after Nixon's visitation to China. This is
an irrp:>rtant and interesting course to any
students, regardless of their major. RECPIREO READrnG: One textbook only. Will
select a good book but vri.th a reasonable
price. EST~ COST: $10.00. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: AlxYLlt 50 pages reading
per week. MIIJI'ER-1 EXAMINATICN: yes - one.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: yes (objective or comprehensive - depe.rrls on students vote.)
arHER TESTS OR CPIZZES: yes - oral quizzes occasionally. PAPERS: 1 - about 10
pages in length. 'Ibpic; Current issues
analysis. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: On merit.
Final - 40%; Midtenn - 20%; Paper - 20%;
Discussion - 20%.

PHYSICAL EDUCATICN-PROFESSICNAL CQEOOCATICNAL
PPC 491 - P.E. rn THE ELEMENI'ARY SCHOOL
INSTIUcroR: Adelaide N. Cole
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 20 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: non-majors.
OFFICE HOORS AVAIIABLE: approximately 10
hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE:
The "Why's" and "HeM's" of teac.~ing ganes,
self-testing and rhythmic activities in
the elerrentary school. RE'.C.:PIRED READTIK;:
Dynamic P .E. - Daver & Pangrazi. EsrIMATED CCST: $8.20. T'lPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 2 chapters of reading. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN: canprehensivE~. OI'HER mESTS OR
CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - one.
Length of about 6 pages.
Student has
a choice of several projects or papers.
OI'HER CClJRSE RECVIREMENTS: Teaching an
activity (2). GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Midtenn examination - one'-fifth; Final examination - one-fifth; Project or paper one-fifth; Teaching - tv.u fifths.

PPC 497/597 - EVAWATICN rn PHYS. ED.
rnSTRJcroR: H. 'Ihanas Dobbs
CPARI'ERS 'I'F1CH:rn:; THIS COJRSE: Fall,
winter and Spring. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions and laboratory. APPROXIMATELY: 30 stu:ients enrolled, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE
HClJRS AVAIlABLE: 15 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Develop skill in
the construction, usage, and evaluation
procedures of physical tests. Develop
philosophy and examine different grading
procedures. Understand basic statistical
procedures. RECPIREO READ:rn:;: Practical
Measures in P.E. - Johnson (optional).
ESTIMATED COST: $11. 00 • MID'IERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: conprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: none.
PAPERS: yes - one. APPROXIMATELY: 4 pages
in length. TOPIC: Rep::>rt on a skill test
of individual's choosing. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Being a major's course, rrost grades
are A,B,orC. Final exam - 40%; Individual
paper - 20%; Group project - 20%; other 20%.
PPC 499 - lABORATORY AND FIEID EXPERIENCE
IN ATHLETIC TRArnING 2
rnsTRUcroR: Ms. Arrlrea Seger B. S •E., M. S. ,
A.T.C.
CPARI'ERS TEACH:rn:; THIS COJRSE: Fall, Winter
and Spring - arranged. caJRSE IS PRIMARILY:
laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 6 stments
enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS
AVAIIABLE: 2 per week for each student.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Practical Application of tec1miques learned. Additional advanced techniques taught. RECUIRED READING:
None. COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
At least 2 hours per week in training roan.
MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. arHER TEsrS OR CPIZZES: none.
PAPERS: one - notebook required of experiences gained. GRADJNG PHIIDSOPHY: Grading
is a combination of notebook and skill shown
in lab.
PPC 498 - IAOORATORY AND FlEW EXPERIENCE
rn ATHLEl'IC TRArnING 1
INSTRUCTOR: Ms. Arrlrea Seger
CPARI'ERS 'I'F1CH:rn:; THIS caJRSE: Fall, Winter, and Spring - arranged. COJRSE IS PRIMARILY: la,ly-lratories.
(The rest of information is the sane as in
"laboratory and Field Experience in Athletic
Training 2".)
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PHYSICAL EDUCATICN - PROFESSICNAL MEN
PPM 381 - TECHNI(UES OF COACHIOO FOOl'BALL

INSTRUCI'OR: Thomas D. Sells
QJARl'ERS TEACHlll:; THIS eCORSE: Fall. COORSE
IS PRlMARILY: lectures and discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 15-20 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE HClJRS AVAIlABLE: 3
hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Preparation for roaching interscholastic football. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIC»1ENT: One and
tw::> page reFOrts. MID'l'ERv1 EXAMINATICN: none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: conprehensive. arHER
TESTS OR QJIZZES: none. PAPERS: one. Approximately; 10-30 pages in length. Construct a playbook. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: 40%
Final Exam; 30% Paper & ReFOrts; 30% Class
Participation.
PHYSICAL EOOCATICN - POOFESSICNAL w::MEN
PPW 382 - SP~ SPORTS
INSTRUCI'OR: G.' Eileen Keener
QJARI'ERS TEACHDK; THIS CClJRSE: Spring 177.
caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: laboratories. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY:
majors. OFFICE HOORS lWAIIABLE: As needed.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Teaching methods, etc.
of Lacrosse, Track & Field arrl Softball. REQJIRED READlll:;: Lacrosse - Delano; SoftballNAGWS Guide; Track & Fit:ld. ESTIMATED COST:
$12.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 3 chapters per week. MID'I'Em EXAMINATICN: tw::> •
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not caTq?rehensive. arHER
TESTS OR QJIZZES: none. PAPERS: one. Approximately 15-25 pages in length. Covers
lesson plans, units. 0l'HER CClJRSE REQJIREMEJ:i1I'S: Attendance, participation. GRADING
PHII.DSQPHY: 20-30% Paper; 16-25% each of
three tests.
PHYSIO:U:X;Y
PHYSL 414 - CARDICWASaJIAR DYNAMICS
INSTRUCI'OR: Dr. 'l11anas A. Iesh
QJARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CClJRSE: Winter or Spring
CClJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY:
10 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed (primarily graduate students). OFFICE HClJRS AVAIIr
ABIE: 10 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
Describes the operating characteristics of the
living marrrnalian circulatory system, with stress
on its self-regulating capabilities arrl on techniques of measuring cardiovascular functions.
REClJIRED READlll:;: New textbook to be selected.

ESTIMATED COST: $20.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 30-50 pages per week (relatively catplex material). No problems or
lab rep:>rts. MID'I'ER-1 EXAMlNATICN: yesone. FINAL EXAMINATICl"I: not caTq?rehensive
0l'HER TESTS OR (pIZZES: none. PAPERS:
none. GRADIN3 PHIIDSOPHY: Grading deperrls
basically on exams; final counts slightly
nore than midtenn; class participation is
a factor in "tipping" a borderline grade one
way or the other.
Section 001
RELIGIOOS STUDIES
RELST 400 - CQ."1PARATIVE RELIGICNS
INSTRUCI'OR: Car 1 F. Andry
(PARI'ERS TEACHING THIS COORSE:
Fall or
Spring. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions.
APPROXIMATELY: 35 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed. CFFICE HOORS AVAILABIE:
As many as needed. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
Mid-Eastern Religions (India): Bralunanism,
Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism. Far-Eastern
Religions (China-Japan): Confucianism, Taoism, Shinto. Near-Eastern Religions (Persia,
Pelectone, Arabia): ZOroestrianism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam. RECUIRED READING: Man I s
Religions - Noss. ESTIMATED COST: $10 .00.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENI': Reading is flexible.
Student is to keep pace with class
progression. MJJJI'EIM .EXlIMINATICNS: 1 or 2.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not caTq?rehensive. arHER TESTS OR (pIZZES: none. PAPERS: none.
GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Attendance, Prc:xrptness,
Maturity, willingness to think religiously,
written exercises.
RUSSIAN
RUS 306 - SIAVIC PEOPLES & ClJL'lURES
INSTRUCI'OR: Kathryn G. samuelson
QJARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CClJRSE: Usually
Spring tenn. COORSE IS PRlMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 1-10 students enroll,
PREDCMINANTLY: majors (also available to
non-najors with permission) OFFICE HClJRS
AVAIlABLE: 3 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/
OBJECTIVE: The primary subjects studied are
the history and developre11t of Russian art,
IID.lsic, religion, literature, language and
folklore, fran the earliest tines to the
Soviet period. RECUIRED READING: Various
library assignrrents. ESTIMATED COST: $0.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Read 10 page assignrtEl1t in library. Listen to 30 minute
recording. View 2 30-min. films. MIDTER-l
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EXAMmATICN: yes - one. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
comprehensive. arHER TESTS OR CPIZZES: yes2 per quarter over specific topics. PAPERS:
one - 10-15 pages. Sbrlent chcxJses a topic
relevant to course matter as "Russian Mythology" or "The Might Five".
GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Performance on quizzes and tests, approximately 40%; paper 30-40%; attendance 10%;
assignments 10-20%.
498 - SEMINAR
INSTRUCTOR: Kathryn G. Samuelson
QUAR'IERS TEACHINS THIS CCURSE: every term,
on arranged basis. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: Readings and papenvork. APPROXlMATELY: 1-3 students enroll, PREIXMINAN'I'LY: majors (available to non-majors with permission). OFFICE
HOORS AVAILABLE: 1-3 hours per week. MAJOR
THEME/OBJECTIVE: This is a reading course.
The stooent chooses one book or play to read
(if done in Russian) or 2 or rrore books, stories, plays to read (if done in translation) •
REQUIRED READINSS: This varies with the student I s desires. All available in library or
bookstore. ESTIMATED COST: $0-5. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Read 20 pages (if in Russian). Read 4-5 chapters - 1 story, 3 acts.
(if done in translation). MIDTERM EXAMINATION: none. FINAL EXAMINATION: comprehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR ~JIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - one. Length - approx. 10-15 pp.
Topic; usually the students discuss a character or the history of t:.!'"e play or book. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Approxinately; 50% - Paper;
30% - quiz (final); arrl 20% on discussions
over weekly assignments.
RUS

SOCIOU::X;Y
SOC 424 - THE FAMILY
INSTRUCTOR: Richard A. Bogg
QUARl'ERS TEACHINS THIS COORSE: Every single
one. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY: mixed. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 8 hours
per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Growth arrl
development relating to sexual identity, sexual permissiveness, delinquency, etc. Courtship, marriage, rearing infants, aging marriage,
divorce, remarriage, alternatives to rrarriage.
REQUIRED READING: Men, Wom2n and Change Scanzoni; Human Sexuality - Morrison arrl Borosage. ESTIMATED COST: $18.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: Plenty, but no term paper. MID'IERM EXAMINATICN: yes·- two. FINAL EXAMINATION: not comprehensive. CYI'HHR TESTS OR

QUIZZES: none. PAPERS: none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Exams - 25% each; Final40%; Class participation - 10%.
SOC 341 - SOCIAL ASPECI'S OF ILINESS
INSTRUCl'OR: Richard A. Ibgg
QUARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Winter.
COORSE IS PRJMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY:
non;na.jors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 8 hrs.
per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Human
physiology, rredical and cultural definitions
of disease, physician-patient relations,
epidemiology, disability, psychosomatic diseases, patient usage of rredical care, diseases of affluent societies. REQUIRED READINS: Human Ibdy - Lewis & Rubenstein; Sociology of Health - Wilson; Mirage of HealthDubos; Type A Behavior and Your Heart-Friedman and Rosenhan. ESTIMAl'ED COST: $16.00.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Varies, but later reading in the course is not too technical. Few student complaints. MIDTERM EXAMINATIONS: yes - two. FINAL EXAMINATICN:
not comprehensive. OTHER TESTS OR QUIZZES:
none. PAPERS: none. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
Exams - 25% each; Final - 40%; Class participation - 10%.
SOC 433 - SOCIOLCGY OF MENTAL HEALTH
INSTRUCl'OR: Richard A. Bogg
QUARI'ERS TEACHINS THIS COORSE: Spring.
COORSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREIXMINANTLY:
non;na. jors • OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 8 hrs.
per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: The field
of psychiatry and conceptions of abnormal
and normal behavior from a sociological view
point. ITEMS: History of attitudes toward
the mentally ill, social deviance theories,
epidemiology, processes and outcorres of
treabrent. REQUIRED READING: Mental Illnes
and Health - Finkel; Mental Health Policy Mechanic; 'lhe ~ntal Patients - Spitzer and
Denzin. ESTJJ.1ATED COST: $16.00. TYPICAL
WEEKLY ASSIGNMENI': Varies - but no student
ccnplaints. MID'I'Em EXAMINATICN: yes-one.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: not ca:rprehensive. OI'HER
TESTS OR QUIZZES: none. PAPER: yes - one.
Either a 25 minute class presentation or 15
page written. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Midterm
and final - 35% each; Presentation - 25%;
Class participation - 10%.
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soc

453 - PRACl'IC1JM IN CORREcrICNS
INS'l.'RJcroR: Licnel J. Nieman, Prof. of Sociology & Ccx)rdinator, Criminal
Justice
~ARl'ERS TFACHnK; THIS OXJRSE:
Fall, Winter
and Spring. COORSE IS PRIMARILY: field
placarents. APPROXIMATELY: 15-20 stuients
enroll, PRElXMINANTLY: majors (must be) •
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: :8a.ch student literally workds in a correctional setting agency or institution under supervision of
staff, in that sense each student tests
themselves against the reality of the agency and the systan and applies academic
learning to work experience. RECUIRED
READnK;: none. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Mininulm requirem:nt is 2 full 8 hr.
shifts plus a once per w-eek saninar rreeting. Serre stu::1ents work from 3-5 days
in their placerrents. MIDTEIM EXAMINATIOO':
none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. OI'HER
TESTS OR QUIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes.
OI'HER CaJRSE RECPIREMEN'l'S: Evaluation
by agency supervisor. GRAIHN:; PHILOSOPHY: Grading is primarily based upon supervisor' s evaluation and this instructor's
as he visits with each student in the field,
plus their final paper, plus participation
in the weekly seminars.
Section 001
SOC 490 - INDEPENDENr S'IUDY
INSTRlJcroR: Deperrls on student's interests
~ARl'ERS THIS CCURSE IS OFFERED:
All. COORSE
IS PRIMARILY: IndependEmt Sbrly. APPROXIMATELY: 10 students enroll, PRElXMINANTLY:
majors. OFFICE HaJRS AVAIlABLE: As rrany as
needed. z"lAJ'OR THEME/ORJECI'IVE: Whatever
he/she and the professor firrl Imltually valid
and valuable. RD;;PlRED READIN}: "depends"
ESTTh'IATED COST: $0. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMEN!': "Depends" MIIJl'E:EM EXAMINATIOO': none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: nonl:. OI'HER TESTS OR
QUIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - one. GRADnK; PHILOSOPHY: "Depends"
SOCIAL w)RK

so:.w< 440 - SOCIAL IDRK PRACl'ICE
INSTRUCTOR: Illpe D. Sturrp
TEACHIN; THIS caJRSE: Winter and
Spring. caJRSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions
and derronstrati ons. APPROXIMATELY: 20
~

Students enroll, PREDCMrnANTLY: majors.
OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 10 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Interviewing techniques - agency procedures. Ccmmmicat~g
skills - system awareness. Group techIuques.
RE'.<JJIRED READING: Texts assigned. ESTIMATED COST:
$20-25. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: 50-70 pgs. per week reading. MIDTEIM EXAMINATlOO': none. FINAL EXAMINATlOO':
none. aI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - six. Topic: Agency - Social
Ybrk related. GRADIN} PHIIDSQPHY: Contract
basis - papers are given value points.
SOCWK 441 - SOCIAL IDRK PRACl'IaJM
INSTRUCI'OR: W. Karl Rehfeld
QUARI'ERS TEACHIN} THIS CaJRSE: Autumn, winter and Spring. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: Field
place.rrent. APPROXIMATELY: 15 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: ma.jors. TEACHING ASSISTANT'S ROLE: Field Consultant. MAJOR
TlIEME/OBJECI'IVE: This is a field course in
which students are engaged in training while
placed in a social agency. REQUIRED READINGS:
none. COST: $0 • TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT:
Assignrrents are made by agency supervisor over
a ten week. period. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: no.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: no. 0l'HER TESTS OR QUIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - four. Length varies. Papers are related to agency assigI'lIreI1ts
given to students. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Grade
is determined by consulting agency, field consultant, and instructor.
Section 001
SOCWK 442 - METHODS OF INTERVENTICN
INSTRUcroR: Illpe D. Stump
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions,
and films. APPROXIMATELY: 25 students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed. OFFICE HaIRS
AVAILABLE: 10 hours per week. MAJOR'THEME/
OBJECI'IVE: :&~loration of macro/micro systems. ~IRED READING: Texts vary. ESTIMATED COST: $15.00-20.00. TYPICt\L WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: 50-70 pages reading. MID'I'ERv1
EXAMINATIOO' : none. FINAL EXAMJNATIQ.'J: none.
<J1'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: yesthree. length - approx. 10-25 pages. 'lbpic
is student determined. GRADING PHILOSOPHY:
Contract - value point system.
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GENERAL SPEECH

SPEECH PATHOIffiY AND AUDIOID3Y

SPCH 410 - S'lUDIES IN PERSUASICN
INSTRlCI'OR: Jarres A. Benson (rray be assigned
to other faculty)
QJARl'ERS TEACHING THIS CXXJRSE: AutlIDID, 1st
sunmer.. ClXJRSE IS PRlMARILY: discussions
and oral reports. APPROXIMATELY: 10-15
students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: mixed. CFFlCE HCURS AVAIT..ABIE: 10 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE: Theories of persuasion, including balance theories; SUrvey of
studies and experiments investigating elements of persuasion, such as fear appeals,
message organization, etc.; contemp:>rary
literature dealing with aspects of persuasion, such as agitation and control of agitation, etc. RECPlRED READING: Process
of Social Influence - Beisecker & Parson;
Influencing Attitudes & Changing BehaviorZimbardo & Ebbesen. ESTIMATED COST: $8$12. TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading
from assigned bibliography (largely journal articles) and assigned chapters in
textbooks; preparation of an individual
or group oral report; 4-5 papers during
the course. MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. OI'HER TESTS
OR QJIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - four
or five. r..m;'I'H: 3-7 pages. Students
given choice among 3 topics for each paper; ability to use English language correctly is expected in each paper. arHER
COORSE REQJlREMENTS: Oral reports (sareti.rrEs individual reports, sorreti.rrEs group
re{X>rts) • Gru\DlliG PHILOSOPHY: Regular
attendance is expected; grade determined
by approximately !o:i on oral re{X>rts and
!o:i on papers.

SPAA 418 - OffiANIC SPEECH DISORDERS
INSTRUCI'OR: Richard Artes
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CaJRSE: Winter,
Spring and 2nd Sunmer tenn. CCURSE IS
PRIMARILY: lectures. APPROXIMATELY: 20
students enroll, PRElXMINANTLY: majors.
OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABLE: As rrany as needed.
MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: Areas covered are
the Central Nervous System in relation to
pathologies causing cerebral palsy and aphasia.
Also covered are speech problems related to cleft palate and other organic disorders. RECPlRED READING: Subject to rrexiification. ESTIMATED COST: $10.00 (trying.:
to use paperback). TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Heavy enphasis on lecture, sore journal articles, and selected reading in supplementary texts. No lab assigrurents. Emphasis on professional vocabulary. MIDI'Em
EXAMINATICN: Yes - one. FINAL EXAMlliATICN:
not C<:IT{)rehensive. OI'HER TESTS OR CPIZZES:
Short "pop" quizzes can be expected. PAPERS: none. GRADIN:; PHII.ffiOPHY: Emphasis
on examination scores, class attendance, and
class participation.
section 001

SPCH 496 - DIREC'I'ID S'lUDY IN SPEECH
QJARl'ERS THIS CCURSE IS TAUGHT: All.
CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: Independent study.
APPROXIMATELY: 8-10 students enroll,
PRElXMINANTLY: rrajors ( a few from other departments). MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE:
The student w:::>rks on sare interest or
activi ty dlosen by student. Paperdepends on project. ('1be rest does not
apply to this independent study course) •

SPECIAL EDUCATICN
SPCED 472/572 - PSYCHOIffiY OF MENTAL
RETARDATICN
INSTRlCI'OR: Dr. Jarres Van Tassel
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures, discussions.
APPROXIMATELY: 20-30 students enroll, PRED<NINAN'I'LY: ma jors • OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABIE:
10-15 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECI'IVE:
This course is designed for rrajors in mental
retardation. It includes all aspects of mental retardation except those included in required methods courses. REQUIRED READlliG:
Mental Retardation: A Life Cycle Approadl
(text) - by Chin. ESTIMATED COST: $10.25.
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: A full set of
course objectives is distributed. Students
must prepare for bi-weekly essay tests.
MIDTERM EXAMINATICN: none. FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. CPIZZES: Five l!o:i hour essay
tests spaced evenly thru quarter. 'lbpics
are listed in advance. GRADrnG PHIIDSOPHY:
Student evaluation is criterion - referenced
(90%=A, 80%=B, 70%=C, etc.). Grades are
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based entirely upon 5 listed essay tests
which are scored anonyrrollsly. Review sessions are scheduled prior to tests.
SPCED 475 - METHOOS FOR 'rEACHING MR - II
INSTRUCI'OR: Dr. Donald E. Ahlersrreyer
WARI'ERS TEACH~ THIS CCURSE: Fall, Winter and Spring. CaJRSE IS PRlMARILY: lectures and practicum. APPROXIMATELY: 18
students enroll, PREDCMINANTLY: majors.
OFFICE HaJRS AVAILABLE: 12 hours per week.
MAJOR THEME/OBJEcrIVE: Teaching rrethods
and strategies for retarded children. Emphasis on developing educational plan for
each child. curriculum for retarded; and
effective planning and instruction. REWIRED READING: Developing Units of Instruction - Meyen. ESTTh1ATED COST: $5.00
TYPICAL WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT: Reading minimal. W::>rk with retarded children in
schools. Projects require ITnlch tirre.
MIDI'ERM EXlIMINATION: yes - one. FINAL
EXAMINATICl'iI: oot canprehensive. arHER
TESTS OR CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: none.
arHER CaJRSE RECPIREMENrS: Individual
Educational Plan; Unit of Instruction;
Ccmnunity Resource File. GRADING PHILOSOPHY: Student knows at start what is
expected - roth quantitative and qualitative. Projects and participation important (at least J.:2 of grade); tests are
the other J.:2.
SPCED 486 - ECUCATIOO CF CHIIDREN WITH
~..RNING DISABILITIES
INSTRUCl'OR: Janes A. Poteet
CCURSE IS PRIMARILY: lectures and laroratories. APPROXIMATELY: 30 students enrolled, PREIXMINANTLY: majors. OFFICE
HOORS AVAILABLE: 5 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: OVerview of field of
learning disabilities with emphasis on infornal assessrrent. RECPIRED READING: Children with Learning Disabilities - I.erner;
Behavior Modification - Poteet; Buswell Diagnostic Math Test; Slingerland - Test.
ESTIMATED COST: $25.00. TYPICAL WEEKLY
ASSIGNMENT: 50-100 pages per week, 4 informal tests, 2 case studies. MIDTERM
EXAMINATICl'iI: none. FINAL EXAMINATION:
NCNE. Ol'HER TESTS OR (VIZZES: none.
PAPERS: yes - tv.o. Case reports of assessrrent and recorrmendations. GRADING
PHILOSOPHY:
Contract for grades.

HCNORS CCURSES
ECGEN 390 - HOOORS CO:r..IJJC;UIDM IN ECUCATIOO
INSTRUCl'OR: Dr. Victor B. Lawhead
CPARI'ERS TEACHING THIS CCURSE: Autumn and
Winter. CaJRSE IS PRIMARILY: discussions.
APPROXIMATELY: 10-15 students enroll, PREDCM!NANTLY: non-majors. OFFICE HOORS AVAILABLE: 8 hours per week. MAJOR THEME/OBJECTIVE: Controversial issues in education student should expect to be sensitized to the
range of issues and to develop personal views
in regard to them. ~IRED READINGS: 10
selected short papers and student selected
readings from instructor's library. ESTIMATED cx)ST: $0 • M.IIJI'Em EXAMINATICN: oone.
FINAL EXAMINATICN: none. arHER TESTS OR
CPIZZES: none. PAPERS: yes - two. Experience reports - length varies according to
student. arHER CCURSE REepIREMENTS: The
class somet..irres joins other classes. GRADING PHIIDSOPHY: Perfonnance is juiged on
basis of colloquium discussion, quality of
experience reports and class attendance.

